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requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy in Biological Engineering

Abstract

The ability to engineer complex genetic programs could have a huge impact on many in-
dustries, yielding organisms that can respond to their environment and perform functions
relevant to manufacturing, agriculture, and medicine. However, such engineering efforts have
proven difficult, in part because these programs often require precise levels of gene expression
for proper function. It is especially tough to build programs that have robust activity, as any
changes to the host cells can perturb the context of the genetic system and disrupt carefully
tuned expression levels. Additionally, genetic programs often place high demands on host
resources, which can adversely affect cell growth and further upset the intended function.

In this thesis, we describe two regulatory systems in Escherichia coli that could serve
to separate synthetic genetic programs from their host context, potentially leading to more
robust activity. First, we build a 'resource allocator' by fragmenting T7 RNA polymerase
variants into a conserved fragment and a set of variable fragments. The resource allocator
limits the total number of polymerases that can be active in a genetic program, with the
aim of protecting the host from being overburdened. This transcriptional budget can be
allocated to different elements of the genetic program as necessary and further regulated
using additional protein fragments.

Second, we demonstrate a set of stabilized promoters that can maintain a level of gene
expression independent of their genetic context. These promoters utilize a noncooperative
incoherent feedforward loop to buffer differences in gene expression caused by changes in
copy number. We demonstrate that stabilized promoters can be moved between plasmids
and different locations on the genome with little change in expression. Further, they minimize
the effects of other perturbations that can affect copy number, such as genome mutations
and media composition.

Thesis Supervisor: Christopher A. Voigt
Title: Professor of Biological Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Cells naturally control gene expression using a variety of RNA, protein, and DNA-modifying

regulators [1-3]. It was recognized early on that interactions between these regulators could

lead to computational operations that are analogous to electronic circuits [4-6]. Genetic

engineers have since attempted to build synthetic circuits that would implement artificial

programs of gene expression. This could have a revolutionary impact on biotechnology, such

as programming bacteria to individually respond to transient conditions in a bioreactor [7],

designing therapeutic cells to sense and respond to diseased states within the human body

[8-12], or engineering smart plants that can respond to conditions in the environment [13].

Recent progress in synthetic biology has lead to large advances in the technology for

engineering the components of such genetic programs. New biosensors are being engineered

and discovered that enable programming organisms to respond to a wide variety of conditions

[14, 15]. Better algorithms and architectures have been developed that support the rapid

construction of complicated genetic logic circuits [16-18]. Increasing numbers of gene clusters

are being explored and re-engineered as the potential outputs of genetic programs [19,20].

Tying these improvements together are cheap gene synthesis, sequencing, and improved

high-throughput assembly strategies [21].

Despite these advances, engineering complex genetic programs remains a tremendous

challenge. Large genetic engineering projects often require finely balanced gene expression,
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but achieving and maintaining this balance is difficult [22,23]. For example, when engineering

metabolic pathways there is a need to tune the expression of enzymes to optimize flux to the

product, and mismatched expression could lead to the diversion of carbon to other pathways

or the accumulation of toxic intermediates [24-26]. Similarly, the construction of intracellular

molecular machines requires obtaining the correct ratios of components [27-29].

Balancing expression requires changing the genetic parts controlling each gene, for ex-

ample promoters or ribosome binding sites (RBSs). Directed evolution seeks to achieve this

by making random changes via mutagenesis or part substitution and then screening thou-

sands of variants for improvements [19, 22, 30]. Much work has been devoted towards the

improvement of the measurement [31-33] and reliability [34-37] of genetic parts as well as

computational methods that use this information to guide a search [16, 38]. It is frustrat-

ing that, after going through these efforts to fine tune a system, any changes to the cells

can disrupt the balance and require retuning to fix [39,40]. These changes could be due

to differences in media, growth phase, transfer to a new environment (bioreactor, soil, gut

microbiota, etc), changing the genetic location of a system, adding more genetic systems,

and strain mutagenesis [41,42].

One major reason that changing the context of a genetic program poses such a problem is

that cells control the production of RNA polymerase (RNAP) and ribosomes to balance their

biosynthetic cost with the needs of cell growth and maintenance [43]. As such, RNAP and

ribosome synthesis is under stringent regulatory control, both to coordinate their levels with

respect to cellular and environmental cues for growth [44-52] and to balance the expression

of their components for proper assembly into functional machines [43, 53-55]. This sets

a resource budget that must be shared in the transcription of approximately 4,000 genes

and translation of 106 nucleotides of mRNA in E. coli [56]. The budget is not large; on

average, there are 2,000 RNAP and 10,000 ribosomes per cell [56-58]. Mathematical models

often assume these budgets to be constant [59-61], but the numbers can vary significantly in

different growth phases and nutrient conditions, ranging from 1,500 to 11,400 RNAPs and

6,800 to 72,000 ribosomes per cell [56,62]. The fluctuations in resources can lead to global

changes in expression levels and promoter activities [63,64].

This poses a large problem when a synthetic genetic system is introduced. When it relies

18



on the transcription and translation machinery of the host, it becomes implicitly embedded

in their regulation, making it sensitive to changes that occur during cell growth and function.

As a result, the system can be quite fragile because the strengths of its component parts

(promoters and ribosome binding sites) will vary with the resource budgets [7,39,65]. For

example, changes in the RNAP concentration can impact the expression from constitutive

promoters by fivefold [56,62,66-68]. These changes can reduce the performance of a system

that requires precise balances in expression levels [7,69,70]. This has emerged as a particular

problem in obtaining reliable expression levels and gene circuit performance during industrial

scale-up, where each phase is associated with different growth and media conditions [7].

Another problem is that synthetic systems often place high demands on host transcription

and translation resources and this can have global consequences in maintaining growth and

responding to stress [71, 72]. Proteins and pathways expressed at very high levels place

a burden on cells that can reach up to 30% of total cellular proteins and utilize 50% of

translation capacity [73-75]. The competition with native genes can cause a decrease in

their expression and a reduction or cessation of growth [73-76]. In addition, because of the

small numbers of RNAP and ribosomes, the expression of recombinant genes can become

coupled, where a high level of expression of one gene titrates a resource and reduces the

expression of another gene. In the context of synthetic signaling networks, this has been

referred to as retroactivity, where downstream targets can impart a load on the upstream

signaling pathway [77-80].

In this thesis, we describe two regulatory systems that could serve to separate synthetic

genetic programs from their host context, leading to more robust system function:

The first system, described in Chapter 2, is the 'resource allocator'. This system utilizes

T7 RNA polymerase, which partially decouples the gene program from host factors (namely,

host RNAPs). The main advantage of the resource allocator is that it allows one to set the

total number of T7 RNA polymerases that can be active and can transcribe the synthetic

genes. In this way, an 'upper bound' of transcriptional activity for a genetic program can be

set and maintained, ensuring that the system does not draw on too many host resources. By

limiting a genetic program in this way, the host cell could be insulated from the potentially

disruptive effects of overburdening, and overall system function and predictability could be
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maintained.

In Chapter 3, we describe 'stabilized promoters', which are genetic regulatory elements

that buffer gene expression against changes in copy number. By using an incoherent feedfor-

ward regulatory motif to detect and compensate for different copy numbers, the stabilized

promoters enable consistent gene expression over a wide range of plasmid backbones and

genomic integrations. Additionally, they appear to counteract changes in gene expression

caused by perturbations that affect copy number. Genetic programs built with these ele-

ments should therefore be easier to compose and alter, as well as more robust to a number

of contextual perturbations.

In the remainder of this chapter, we review the state of the art (circa 2013) of gene circuit

engineering in bacteria. This technology served as a starting point for the regulatory systems

that are described in later chapters. Section 1.2 lays out the genetic components that can

be used to build gene circuits and section 1.3 describes the ways in which gene expression

can be tuned and insulated from its genetic context.

1.2 Classes of regulators available for genetic program-

ming of bacteria

An explosion in the number of well-characterized regulators available for building genetic

circuits has occurred over the past few years. Before this, there were relatively few regulators

available (e.g., LacI, TetR, AraC, and CI) and these were re-used in many designs. A major

goal has been to expand the number of regulatory parts that are orthogonal, that is, do not

cross react with each other such that they can be used together in a circuit [81, 82]. This

has been achieved via two approaches. First, bioinformatics and whole gene DNA synthesis

have been used to access regulators from sequence databases (part mining) [83]. Second,

families of regulators have been characterized that are conducive to the rational design of

orthogonal sets (e.g. RNA antisense regulation, zinc finger proteins, transcription activator

like effectors, and CRISPR-Cas9). Computational methods have played a role both to predict

the orthogonality of regulators identified in databases as well as in structure-guided design.
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Collectively, this has resulted in well over one hundred regulators that could theoretically be

used together in a single large circuit in a bacterium.

Despite efforts to standardize and collect data surrounding biological parts [84,85], the

majority of the information on different regulators is buried in individual papers, making

it difficult to choose parts for desired circuit designs. In Table 1.1, we show data compar-

ing 16 characterized regulator families currently available for building genetic circuits. For

each family, the number of characterized orthogonal regulators is shown (with a metric of

crosstalk), along with the dynamic range that has been achieved with that regulator. Note

that the table focuses on bacteria and there is more data for some families in eukaryotic

cells.

1.2.1 Protein regulators of transcription

Proteins that directly bind DNA to regulate transcription make up the majority of the

regulatory parts available for use in bacteria (Figure 1-la). One way in which proteins

can regulate transcription is by initiating transcription at promoters. The native E. coli

RNA polymerase (RNAP) can be directed to new promoters by expressing u- factors from

other organisms [86, 87]. A large set of orthogonal - factors has been generated through

part mining, in which o- factors from many organisms were synthesized and their activities

characterized [87]. Alternatively, the phage RNAP from T7 is often used and the promoter

specificity of this polymerase has been changed to generate new parts through rational design

and part mining [88-90] as well as random mutagenesis [91,92].

Activators upregulate transcription by binding to a promoter to recruit RNAP. Clas-

sically, there are a number of natural activator proteins that have been used in genetic

engineering, such as CI and LuxR. A small library of CRP activators was built by using

bioinformatics to direct mutations at residues responsible for operator specificity [93]. Part

mining has been applied to identify activators that require a second chaperone protein for

activity and this has been used as the basis for building AND gates [70].

Repressors block transcription by blocking the binding or progression of RNAP. Recently,

there have been efforts to increase the number of orthogonal repressors available for circuit

design. To expand the Lac family, mutations were made to specific DNA residues in the
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binding site and DNA binding residues in the protein and a set of 5 orthogonal repressors

was selected [94]. Part mining has been applied to expand the number of available TetR

homologues and this led to the identification of an orthogonal set of 16 repressors [95].

There are several classes of transcription factors that have modular protein structures

that facilitate their engineering to target particular DNA sequences. Zinc finger proteins

(ZFPs) and transcription activator like effectors (TALEs) have such a structure and have

been particularly successful in being used in eukaryotic cells [96-101]. It has been surprisingly

difficult to get these regulators to work in bacteria, but there are published examples of ZFPs

being used as repressors and activators [102] and a TALE as a repressor in E. coli [103].

1.2.2 RNA regulators of translation

RNA parts that regulate translation take advantage of the fact that RNA base pairing follows

a simple code that is computationally predictable [104] (Figure 1-1b). Two parts families of

this type utilize antisense sRNA binding to alter the accessibility of the ribosome binding site

(RBS) controlling translation initiation. RNA-IN/OUT parts consist of a modified natural

system [105] in which an RNA molecule base pairs to the 5'-end of an mRNA (including the

RBS) such that the ribosome cannot initiate translation [106]. The orthogonal set of these

regulators was increased through computational design and experimentally confirmed. A

second part family uses trans-activating RNAs that work by disrupting a secondary structure

that blocks the RBS by default, leading to translational activation [107,108]. Finally, it has

been shown that the expression of modified 16S RNA that has been engineered to bind a

non-canonical Shine Delgarno sequence can recruit ribosomes and this has been used as the

basis to build gates [109-111].

When designing gates, the challenge with using RNA that acts on the level of transla-

tion is that it is difficult to convert an RNA input to an RNA output of the same form.

Therefore, the resulting gates cannot be layered. An approach to this problem is to use a cis

element that converts a translational signal into a transcriptional one [112]. This component

utilizes a modified sequence from the E. coli tna operon [113] and makes transcription of a

downstream region dependent on translation of a short peptide, effectively linking the two.

It has been successfully used with sRNA translational regulation to make RNA parts that
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regulate transcription.

1.2.3 RNA regulators of transcription

An exciting development over the last year has been the development of RNA-based systems

that can directly regulate transcription by behaving as a repressor (Figure 1-1c). This system

is based on Cas9, which is a protein that uses a small guide RNA to target a DNA sequence

as part of the CRISPR/Cas bacterial immunity system [114]. Normally, Cas9 functions as a

nuclease and cleaves DNA, but it was shown that if the nuclease activity is mutated, then the

complex blocks RNAP. This can be used either as a repressor or as an activator by fusing an

activation domain to Cas9 [115,116]. An advantage of this system is the potential to design

vast numbers of orthogonal regulators by building guide RNAs that target different operator

sequences. The cross reactions that may result from this approach are just beginning to

be characterized and understood [117,118]. Once it is shown that the Cas9-based systems

can be layered, this will become a powerful toolbox for circuit engineering. However, a

practical challenge with using this system is the acute toxicity of Cas9 when expressed in

many organisms.

A more developed approach for RNA to control transcription is based on the PT181

attenuation system [119-121]. When an antisense RNA is present and binds a target sequence

on a transcript RNA, the nascent transcript folds into a transcriptional terminator and

attenuates the message. This part family was expanded both through part mining and

random mutagenesis, including utilizing some of the orthogonal RNA pairs from the RNA-

IN/OUT system. These attenuators have been shown to be fully composable into cascades

and logic gates [120].

1.2.4 Proteins that modify DNA

Thus far, DNA modification has been implemented in bacteria by using recombinases to

invert or excise segments of DNA (Figure 1-1d). This mechanism is commonly found in

bacteria, phages, and mobile genetic elements, providing a diversity of natural parts to exploit

in synthetic systems [122]. The current parts for engineering DNA flipping and excision
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are all natural recombinases, which vary in a number of ways. The most commonly used

recombinases in genetic engineering are the simple tyrosine recombinases Cre and Flp [123].

Tyrosine recombinases can flip the region between their recognition sites in both directions,

leading to an even distribution of orientations. Additionally, if their recognition sites are

oriented in the same direction, they catalyze DNA excision. These two recombinases have

been shown to function properly and orthogonally in bacteria [124]. The invertases FimB and

Hin have also been used together in a bacterial system [125]. These invertases are similarly

bidirectional, but they lack the capability for excision. Finally, phage integrases are a class

of recombinases that catalyze unidirectional flipping, which leads to the accumulation of

a specific DNA orientation [126]. Three integrases (Bxbl, OC31, and TP901-1) have been

characterized and used to build bacterial circuits [127,128]. Additionally, a number of these

integrases have matching excisionases, which allow for the reversal of DNA flipping [126,129].

In addition to part mining natural recombinases, there has been progress in generating

new families of recombinase parts through modifications. One such approach is to iteratively

make mutations to the DNA binding region in the recombinase and select for proteins with

new specificities [130,131]. Another promising method is to generate new parts by creating

recombinase fusions with zinc finger and TALE DNA binding domains [132,133].

Finally, while current efforts have focused on recombinases, other mechanisms of DNA

modification may also hold promise for building circuitry. Recently, there have been success-

ful efforts to selectively methylate DNA in bacteria [134] using a modular zinc finger design.

An in vivo means of reading methylation state would open up these parts for use in genetic

circuits. This seems feasible, as bacteria are known to contain many regulatory systems that

respond to DNA methylation [135,136].

1.3 Precision gene expression in bacteria

Building, tuning, and connecting genetic circuits requires the ability to engineer precise

changes in gene expression. Further, when gates are combined to build a circuit their genetic

context changes, potentially impacting function [36]. There have been many recent advances

in the development of tuning knobs that allow for the fine-tuned control of transcription
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and translation (Figure 1-2). These can take the form of part libraries or computational

tools. Further, insulators have been developed that reduce interference between parts. This

is leading to a redefinition of the classical expression cassette.

1.3.1 Tuning knobs for expression

Promoters. Libraries of constitutive promoters for different species have been built by

mutating the -10 and -35 RNAP binding regions of the promoter or the region affecting

DNA melting (-10 to +2) [31,32,137-140]. Advances in oligonucleotide synthesis have en-

abled these libraries to become very large. For example, >10,000 combinations of promoters

and 5-UTR's were built from a pooled oligonucleotide library and screened by combining

cell sorting and deep sequencing (flow-seq) [31]. Computational models of promoters have

also been developed that are based on the free energy of RNAP binding to the -10/-35

sites and promoter melting [141,142]. These show promise in predicting promoter strength,

however, a complete model that balances all contributions has yet to be built.

Ribosome binding sites. The RBS is a part that is relatively simple to tune to achieve

different expression levels. As a result, it has been broadly applied to tuning response func-

tions for building genetic circuits [60, 70, 86, 95, 143, 144]. The ribosome makes contacts

with the Shine-Dalgarno sequence and start codon and binding is influenced by RNA base-

pairing, the spacing between these regions, and the mRNA secondary structure. The RBS

Calculator is a computational tool based on a biophysical model that balances these con-

tributions [145, 146]. There are additional terms that influence the strength of the RBS

and several of these, including the role of the standby site, have been characterized and

incorporated into new versions of the software [146,147]. There is much to be learned from

non-canonical RBSs [148] including leaderless RNAs [149] and a better understanding of

these processes could improve biophysical models. Further, libraries of 5-UTRs that include

the RBS have been measured [31,32], and a recent technique to tune RBS strength using

hypermutable sequence repeats between the Shine-Dalgarno region and start codon was used

to explore expression parameters for a bistable switch [144].
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Terminators. During transcription, mRNA is released when RNAP reaches a terminator.

Terminators are important in circuit design for three reasons. First, they offer a means to

tune expression by modulating read-through and could potentially decrease leaky expression.

Second, many terminators are required when gates are combined to build circuits. Circuits

can have many transcription units, each of which needs strong termination to avoid inter-

ference with other circuit elements. These terminators must be sequence diverse to avoid

recombination. Third, the recombinase-based memory circuits utilize unidirectional termi-

nators as a core part of their design. To address these needs, there have been major efforts

to use part mining to glean large libraries of terminators from bacterial genomes [150,151].

Origins. To finely control plasmid replication beyond the standard plasmid systems, tunable-

copy-number plasmids can be used. Increasing the expression of trans-acting replication fac-

tors (repA and pir) increases the plasmid copy number (for ColE2 and R6K origins, respec-

tively). Using this system, a library of DIAL strains that constitutively express replication

factors from the genome has been constructed that can yield between 1 and 250 plasmid

copies by transforming the corresponding plasmids into the different strains [152].

1.3.2 Insulators to buffer the impact of genetic context

Part function is impacted by genetic context, or the sequences of the neighboring parts

[31, 34-37]. In turn, this can impact the response function of the entire genetic circuit.

Neighboring genetic context effects can have two forms. First, there is a direct interference

of one part type on another. For example, the strength of an RBS is influenced by the

promoter and the first codons of the expressed gene. Second, when two parts are combined a

new function can appear at their interface. For example, promoters have been inadvertently

constructed through the assembly of two parts containing an LVA-degradation tag, a DNA

barcode, and a BioBrick scar [153]. To overcome this issue, insulator parts have been devel-

oped to diminish the effect of genetic context. Figure 1-2 shows a conceptual re-visiting of

the expression cassette, where insulators are strategically placed between key parts.

The first insulators in the diagram are based on bidirectional terminators, which flank the

expression cassette to reduce transcriptional read-through into or out of the expression cas-
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sette [150]. The next type of insulation addresses the issue that promoters used in synthetic

biology are typically too small and only capture the -35 and -10 regions. This can cause

the promoter to have different strengths depending on the up and downstream sequence.

Longer promoters should be used that at least encompass the UP element (-35 to -64)

that binds the -subunit of RNAP [141,154]. Taking this further, it has been shown that the

addition of upstream insulator sequences (up to -105) and downstream insulator sequences

(down to +55) further standardizes promoter activity [34].

The transcription start site of promoters is not always known and a promoter part is

rarely annotated to end at the +1 position. This can be further complicated by the obser-

vation that there is sometimes a distribution of mRNA produced from the same promoter

and single mutations to the promoter can change the start site. Additionally, the RBS

is particularly sensitive to changes in the 5-UTR, even by a single nucleotide. Both self-

cleaving ribozymes [36] and CRISPR RNA-processing [35] have been used to physically cut

and detach the variable 5-UTR from the mRNA, thereby shortening and making constant

the 5-mRNA context. These tools are particularly important when combining gates to build

a transcriptional circuit, where the promoter inputs and output of each gate occur in new

contexts.

A bicistronic RBS sequence has been shown to reduce the impact of the protien coding

sequence on the 5-UTR secondary structure including the RBS [37]. A small leader peptide-

coding sequence with its own RBS is positioned upstream from the gene of interest such

that the peptide sequence overlaps the RBS for the downstream gene and the peptide's stop

codon ends at the gene of interest's start codon. The natural helicase activity of ribosomes

loaded at the first RBS unfolds the mRNA secondary structure near the second RBS that

controls gene expression, decoupling the translation initiation rate of the second RBS from

the downstream coding sequence.

Lastly, the variability in gene expression when coupled with various terminators can

be reduced by encoding an RNase III site in the 3-UTR of the mRNA [151, 155]. Post-

transcriptional processing of mRNAs by RNase III standardizes the 3-end of the mRNA,

such that the sequence and secondary structure of the cleaved RNA can no longer contribute

to mRNA stability and degradation.
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1.4 Conclusions

The existing technologies for building gene regulatory circuits in bacteria laid the groundwork

for the regulatory systems that we have constructed. We drew on the toolbox of existing

genetic parts when constructing both the resource allocator and stabilized promoters. Based

on our analysis of the available options, we selected protein regualators of transcription as

the central components in these systems. This design choice allows for maximum flexibility

both when constructing and using these devices. First, because the regulators are proteins,

their expression level can be controlled with the full set of tuning knobs (Figure 1-2b-e).

Second, since we are controlling transcription of our gene of interest, it is possible to connect

our systems with a protein or RNA downstream module, and the full set of regulators that

modify translation can be layered on top of our systems.

The insulators shown in Figure 1-if-i serve as the foundation for the stabilized promoter

project. While the existing insulators are integral in ensuring well-behaved genetic systems

(and we used a number of them in our efforts), thay are limited to local genetic context. That

is, they can only counteract the effects of the flanking DNA sequences on the function of

gene expression systems. The stabilized promoters that we built were designed to function

analogously to these insulators but have the capability to buffer against wider types of

context.

Finally, we hope that our engineering efforts can feed back and expand the toolbox for

gene circuit engineering in addition to yielding useful regulatory systems. In the course of

engineering the resource allocator and stabilized promoters, we developed and characterized

new regulators (split T7 RNAPs and improved TALE repressors). These parts provide

unique capabilities when building genetic systems, and we hope that others will use them

in their own engineering projects. Additionally, while engineering stabilized promoters, we

built and characterized a number of variant plasmid backbones that can be used as a tuning

knob when building new genetic systems. These join the inducible orgins shown in Figure

1-2e as a way to quickly test genetic systems at a range of copy numbers.
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1.5 Figures & Tables
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Figure 1-1: The diversity of genetic regulatory parts available for building bacterial
genetic circuits. Schematics and representative data for a selection of different circuit-
building mechanisms are shown. The colored regions in the schematic indicate the variable
regions that make up each part. A solid line surrounding a part type indicates that there is a
well-characterized, orthogonal set of parts of this type available for circuit building. A dashed
line indicates that there is a proof-of-concept part. The data shown either demonstrates the
orthogonality and size of a parts family, or if that is not available, it shows proof-of-concept
activity.
(Continued on next page.)
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Figure 1-1: (Continued)
a. Protein parts that act on transcription include natural repressors and activators, phage

polymerases, o- factors, and repressors and activators based on programmable DNA binding

proteins. Figures adapted from: Natural repressors [94,95], Phage polymerases [88], Natural

activators [70], a- factors [87], Programmable repressors [103], Programmable activators [102].

b. RNA parts that act on translation include orthogonal ribosomes, antisense sRNA re-

pressors, and activating riboregulators. Figures adapted from: Orthogonal ribosomes [109],

antisense sRNA repressors [106], activating riboregulators [108].
c. RNA parts that act on transcription include sRNA regulators converted to affect tran-

scription, antisense RNA transcriptional attenuators, dCas9 repression, and dCas9 activa-

tion. Figures adapted from: Converted sRNA regulators [112], RNA transcription attenua-

tors [119], dCas9 repression [115], dCas9 activation [116].
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Figure 1-2: A modern expression cassette comprising genetic tuning knobs and
insulators, a. cassette is shown for precise expression of a gene of interest (GOI). Insulating

parts are highlighted in blue. The cassette is shown using symbols from the synthetic biology
open language visual (SBOLv).
b. Biophysical models of transcription based on the RNAP binding energy have been
constructed to complement empirically characterized promoter libraries. Figure adapted
from [142].
(Continued on next page.)
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Figure 1-2: (Continued)
c. The RBS Calculator provides a computational framework for designing RBS sequences of

a given strength based on a thermodynamic model of translation initiation. Figure adapted

from [145].
d. Terminator strength is partially informed from a biophysical model relating various as-

pects of the terminator sequence. Figure adapted from [150].
e. Tunable copy-number plasmids allow for a wide range of gene expression based on the

repA/ColE2 and pir/R6K plasmid systems. Figure adapted from [152].
f. Promoter-insulating sequences have been shown to reduce the change in promoter activity

when upstream and downstream sequences are introduced to the flanking promoter context.

Figure adapted from [34].
g. Ribozymes have been used to improve the predictability of gene expression by reducing

promoter/5-UTR coupling effects. Figure adapted from [36].
h. Bicistronic RBS designs cause the rank order of expression constructs to be more pre-

dictable compared to single RBSs. Figure adapted from [37].
i. RNase III sites in the 3-UTR reduce the variability in gene expression for reporters coupled

with libraries of terminators. Figure adapted from [151].
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Table 1.1: Characteristics of regulatory part families currently available for constructing
genetic circuits in bacteria

A B Characterized Maximum Largest tested parts Data Notes
family size dynamic set with minimum or- references

range thogonalrange

2x 5x 10x 50x

DNA modification

Recombinases 2 d

Transcription regulation

Protein T7 4
parts polymerases

TetR-family 20
repressors

LacI 5
repressors

Chaperone 3
activators

ECF o-
factors

TALE
repressors

Zinc finger
activators

Zinc finger
repressors

RNA Converted
parts RNA-

IN/OUT

PT181
attenuators

92

270

210

45

69

470

110

27

1+fb 3

8

5 880

14

dCas9 1+
repression

dCas9-w 1+
activation

Translation regulation

RNA RNA- 23
parts IN/OUT

Activating 4
riboregula-
tors

0-ribosomes 5

8

2 2 2

4 4 3

[ 12 8]b Nonlinear,
implements passive
memory

[88]b

16 15 12 7 [95]a

5 5 4 [94]c

3 2 2 [70]a

17 15 13 9 [87] a

Nonlinear

Nonlinear

Each chaperone-
activator pair can be
used as an AND gate

A set of anti-or
factors enables
sequestration

[103]a

[1 0 2 ]b

[ 10 2 ]b

5 5 5 5 [112]

8 2

340

23

10

45

78

13 6

3 2 2

5 5 3

Attenuators can be
[119,120]a repeated to increase

signal

[115]b Requires dCas9
expression

[116]a Requires dCas9-
expression

[106]a Additional large sets
of RNAs
computationally
designed

[ 1 0 8 ]b

[109]C
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This table presents a brief comparison of a number of regulatory part families that have been characterized

and are available for use in building genetic circuits in bacteria. Each part is defined as a trans-acting

element and the target of this element: for example a transcriptional repressor and its binding site. Part

families were chosen to either have at least three characterized members or be based on a technology proven

to be extendable (TALE, zinc finger, and CRISPR-based parts). The characteristics were derived from the

cited sources as follows:

Characterized family size indicates the number of parts of this type that have been characterized for crosstalk.

A '+' indicates that this parts family is based off of a technology proven to enable orthogonal, programmable

DNA binding and so the parts set may be predictably extendable.

Maximum dynamic range is the largest reported fold change between the on and off states (i.e. with the

trans-acting element present and absent) of a single member of the part family.

The largest tested parts sets show the largest number of parts in each family that have been shown to

function above specific thresholds of orthogonal range. Orthogonal range is a conservative measurement of

the orthogonality of a parts set; it represents the fold change between the on-target effect of a part and the

worst off-target effect on that part. For example, the T7 polymerases family has a 3 part set that functions

above 10x orthogonal range, meaning that there is a group of three polymerases where each activates its

target promoter to a level more than 10x the level that either of the other two polymerases activate it.

a. Numerical data was used from this reference for the part family in this row.

b. Data computed from bar or line plots in this reference was used in this row.

c. Data was read from colored orthogonality grids in this reference. Note that the numbers in this row may

be less accurate because of uncertainties in this method.

d. While only two recombinases have been tested together at a time, at least seven have been used in genetic

circuits in bacterial systems [124,125,127-129,156].

e. TAL repressors and activators are much more widely used in eukaryotes. A set of 8 orthogonal TAL

activators has been tested in mammalian cells, and it is predicted that many more could be built [101].

f. Zinc fingers have also been widely used in eukaryotes [99,157].

g. CRISPR repression and activation is being widely adopted in eukaryotes. Crosstalk data from these

organisms suggests that many orthogonal variants could also be made in bacteria [117,118,158].
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Chapter 2

A 'resource allocator' for

transcription based on a highly

fragmented T7 RNA polymerase

2.1 Abstract

Synthetic genetic systems share resources with the host, including machinery for transcrip-

tion and translation. Phage RNA polymerases (RNAPs) decouple transcription from the

host and generate high expression. However, they can exhibit toxicity and lack accessory

,proteins (o, factors and activators) that enable switching between different promoters and

modulation of activity. Here, we show that T7 RNAP (883 amino acids) can be divided into

four fragments that have to be co-expressed to function. The DNA-binding loop is encoded

in a C-terminal 285-aa a fragment, and fragments with different specificity can direct the

remaining 601-aa core fragment to different promoters. Using these parts, we have built a

resource allocator that sets the core fragment concentration, which is then shared by multiple

a fragments. Adjusting the concentration of the core fragment sets the maximum transcrip-

tional capacity available to a synthetic system. Further, positive and negative regulation

is implemented using a 67-aa N-terminal a fragment and a null (inactivated) a fragment,

respectively. The a fragment can be fused to recombinant proteins to make promoters re-
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sponsive to their levels. These parts provide a toolbox to allocate transcriptional resources

via different schemes, which we demonstrate by building a system which adjusts promoter

activity to compensate for the difference in copy number of two plasmids.

2.2 Introduction

The challenge posed by synthetic geenetic systems sharing resources with the host was rec-

ognized early in biotechnology and a partial solution emerged by using the RNAP from T7

phage to decouple transcription from the host machinery [159-161]. Heterologous T7 RNAP

was patented in 1984 [162] and since then has been the basis for expression systems across

many organisms [163-166]. An advantage cited for this system was that it could achieve

high expression levels by adding an inhibitor of E. coli RNAP, thus directing metabolic re-

sources to recombinant protein production [167]. However, there are also some challenges

with using T7 RNAP. While the polymerase itself is not toxic, when it is combined with a

strong promoter, it can cause severe growth defects. The origin of this toxicity is not clear,

but it could be related to the rate of transcription of T7 RNAP, which is eightfold faster

than E. coli RNAP and could expose naked mRNA [168,169]. Toxicity can be ameliorated

by introducing a mutation near the active site and by selecting parts to lower polymerase

expression [69, 88]. Beyond the RNAP from T7, many polymerases have been identified

from different phage and directed evolution experiments have yielded variants that recognize

different promoter sequences [88,170,171].

Phage polymerases are central to our organization of larger genetic systems [19, 69,88].

We separate the regulation of a system (on a plasmid we refer to as the controller) from

those genes encoding pathways or cellular functions (actuators) (Figure 2-1A). The con-

troller contains synthetic sensors and circuits, whose outputs are phage polymerases specific

to the activation of the actuators. This organization has several practical advantages. First,

it avoids evolutionary pressure when manipulating the actuators because the promoters are

tightly off in the absence of phage polymerase. Thus, they can be carried in an inactive

state until the controller is introduced into the cell. Actuators often require many genes and

assembled parts, making re-verification of their sequence expensive. Second, it allows the
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regulation of the actuators to be changed quickly. Controllers can be swapped to change

the conditions and dynamics of expression, so long as they produce the same dynamic range

in output polymerase expression. In the same way, the controllers can also be character-

ized independently using surrogate fluorescent reporters prior to being combined with the

actuators.

With these large and complex synthetic systems, problems can arise as the host is sub-

jected to significant perturbation and load. Simultaneously activating a number of actua-

tors requires expressing multiple polymerases that might collectively cross the threshold for

toxicity (Figure 2-1B). While lowering expression rates throughout the system could avoid

toxicity, it would needlessly constrain expression when only one actuator is active. To ad-

dress this issue, we aimed to create an allocation system that allows independently setting

the total desired polymerase activity and allocating this resource to the various actuators

as needed. With this organization, a single actuator can be expressed to full strength, but

expression of multiple actuators is attenuated to avoid overexpression (Figure 2-1C). In ef-

fect, we are proposing to add another layer to the organization of genetic designs, where a

separate resource allocator is responsible for the maintenance of a desired level of orthogonal

transcriptional machinery (Figure 2-1A).

Prokaryotes solve the problem of partitioning a budget of RNAP to different cellular

processes through the action of a factors, which bind to the core RNAP (a 2, #3, p3', and

w subunits) and direct it to promoter sequences [172,173]. Core RNAP itself only has the

ability to non-specifically bind to DNA, whereas the a factor contains the DNA recognition

domains for the 35 and 10 regions of promoters. Different o, factors bind to distinct promoter

recognition sequences. In E. coli, there is one housekeeping 0' factor (a7 0 ) that is expressed

at a constant level of 500-700 molecules/cell, independent of growth phase or stress, and

6 alternate a factors that control various stress responses (e.g., heat shock) and cellular

functions (e.g., flagella assembly) [174]. o, factors can range in size; a70 is 613 amino acids

and the average alternative o is 200 amino acids [87,175,176]. These alternative a 70 s can be

embedded in complex regulatory networks that implement signal integration and feedback

regulation that mimics engineering control architectures [177-179]. In this way, the level of

core RNAP dictates the total transcriptional potential in the cell, while the relative levels
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of o, factors determine how this resource is allocated between growth and stress resistance

[180, 181]. Bacteria with more diverse lifestyles can have significantly more a factors, for

example, Streptomyces and Bacteroides species can have greater than 50 [177-179]. All of

these as compete to bind to the core RNAP [58,172].

In this manuscript, we have created an analogous system by fragmenting T7 RNAP. We

used a transposon method to identify five regions where the polymerase can be bisected

and retain function. One of these splits produces a 285 amino acid fragment that we refer

to as the a fragment because it contains the region that binds to the promoter (Figure 2-

1D). We find that variants of this fragment with different promoter specificities can bind to

the remaining core fragment and direct it to different promoters. The expression level of

the core fragment dictates the maximum number of active polymerases. The outputs of the

controller are different a fragments, which are used to turn on different actuators. If the pool

of core fragments is saturated by o fragments, the total number of active polymerases in the

system will remain constant regardless of the levels of o fragments being produced (Figure

2-1C). In this way, a desired transcriptional load can be specified and then dynamically

allocated to different actuators as the conditions require. Negative regulators can be built

by creating null a fragments that titrate the core fragment but do not support transcription.

Additionally, the core fragment can be positively regulated using the N-terminal bisection

point to separate an fragment that is required for activity. These regulators could be used to

implement feedback loops that control the amount of active RNAP complexes under different

conditions or the dynamics of signal progression from the controller to the actuators.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Bisection mapping of T7 RNA polymerase

Our first objective was to identify all of the places T7 RNAP could be split to yield two

fragments that can be co-expressed to produce a functional protein. To do this, we developed

a transposase-based method that uses a novel transposon to split proteins, which we refer to

as a splitposon. Previous methods have been published to generate libraries of split proteins
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or domain insertions that are based on incremental truncation [182,183], multiplex inverse

PCR [184], DNAse cleavage [185,186], and transposon insertion [187,188]. The transposon-

based approaches are able to generate large libraries and do not require sensitive DNAse

steps, but they leave -10 added amino acids at the split site. To improve on this approach,

the splitposon is a Mu transposon in which one terminal transposon recognition end is

altered to contain a non-disruptive ribosome binding site (RBS) and start codon (Figure 2-

2A). We further modified the transposon to add the remaining necessary regulation to divide

a protein into two fragments (stop codon-PTac IPTG-inducible system-RBS-start codon).

The MuA transposase efficiently yields random insertions of the splitposon throughout a

DNA molecule, producing a library of split proteins flanked by just three additional amino

acids for in-frame insertions (Figure 2-6).

With the splitposon, a bisection library for any protein can be generated in two steps

(Figure 2-2A). First, the splitposon is transposed in vitro into a plasmid containing the DNA

within which bisections are desired (e.g., a gene or segment of a gene). Second, the target

region is digested from the plasmid backbone and size selected for fragments containing an

inserted transposon. These fragments are ligated into an expression plasmid containing an

upstream inducible promoter. The final library will contain only plasmids with a single

transposon insertion in the region of interest and can be induced and screened for function.

The splitposon method was applied to generate a library of bisections of a variant of T7

RNAP (T7* RNAP). This gene contains the R632S mutant, which reduces host toxicity [88].

To avoid trivial truncations of the termini, we directed transposon insertions to the region

of the gene corresponding to amino acids 41 through 876 of the polymerase. Both fragments

are induced with IPTG from PTac. The library was co-transformed with a screening plasmid

that contains a T7 RNAP dependent promoter and red fluorescent protein (RFP) [88], and

384 clones were picked by eye from agar plates, re-assayed in liquid media, and the best 192

sequenced. From these, 36 unique in-frame split sites were identified (Figure 2-2B). The split

sites cluster into five distinct seams that correspond to six potential fragments if they were

all implemented simultaneously. The seam around position 179 corresponds to a previously

identified split site that yields a functional T7 RNAP [90,189-191].
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2.3.2 Division of T7 RNAP into multiple fragments

All of the discovered split seams occur in surface-exposed regions of the T7* RNAP, and

the largest seam corresponds to a large surface-exposed loop known as the Flap in the 3-

dimensional structure (Figure 2-8) [192]. This implies that additional functional domains

can be inserted at these positions. We hypothesized that the addition of protein-protein

interaction domains could improve the affinity of the fragments. To this end, two leucine

zipper domains that bind in an antiparallel orientation were chosen from the SynZIP toolbox

(variants 17 and 18) [193,194]. Addition of either SynZIP at the 601 split site with a short

flexible linker is tolerated by the split polymerase, and adding both is beneficial and improves

activity by greater than tenfold at low expression levels (Figure 2-2C).

The outcome of the bisection mapping experiment also implied that it might be pos-

sible to divide T7* RNAP into more than two fragments. First, the protein was divided

into three fragments based on the split points at residues 67 and 601, including the added

SynZIPs at the 601 split. These three fragments were expressed as a single inducible operon

and compared to versions lacking each of the single fragments. RNAP activity (4,000-fold

induction) is only detected when all three fragments are expressed and there is no activity

in the absence of any fragment (Figure 2-2D). We also tested a four fragment version, which

includes a split at position 179 (Figure 2-2E). The expression of these four fragments yields

active RNAP (900-fold induction), and there is no detectible activity if any of the fragments

are not expressed.

While the four and three-piece polymerases do lead to a reduction in cell growth when

expressed at high levels, this effect is more pronounced when expressing the full-length

protein (Figure 2-17). Splitting the polymerase into five or six fragments was not attempted

due to the attenuation of activity and growth impact of high expression with four fragments.

2.3.3 Construction of o fragments with different promoter speci-

ficities

The C-terminal fragment generated by the split site at residue 601 (601-883) contains the

DNAbinding loop that determines promoter specificity [195]. Thus, we refer to this as
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the o fragment as it functions analogously to a factors that bind to E. coli RNAP and

is approximately the same size. Following this analogy, the 601 amino acid N-terminal

fragment is referred to as the core fragment. Note that this fragment is much smaller than

the ac2//3/3'/w subunits of E. coli RNAP (329/1342/1407/91 amino acids) and they assemble

into a very different 3-dimensional structure [196-198].

A simple resource allocator was built based on the core and o fragments (Figure 2-3A),

retaining the amino acids added by the splitposon method and the SynZIP 18 domain on the

a fragment. The core fragment is expressed from the constitutive promoter PJ2 31o 5 , tuned to a

low level such that expressing full-length polymerase in its place is not toxic. The a fragment

is expressed at varying levels using an IPTG-inducible PTac promoter. Polymerase activity

is measured using PT7 driving green fluorescent protein (GFP) (See 2.6). The a fragment,

core fragment, and reporter are carried on three separate plasmids (pl5A*, BAC, pSClOl)

to mimic the controller, resource allocator, and actuator organization (Figure 2-1A).

For the resource allocation scheme to function correctly, a fragments need to saturate the

core fragment, causing total RNAP activity to plateau above a certain total concentration

of a fragments. The maximum level of polymerase activity is then set by the concentra-

tion of the core fragment, independent of changes in a fragment expression (Figure 2-1C).

Core fragment expression, and thus overall maximum functional polymerase expression, can

be modulated by selecting constitutive promoters and RBSs of different strengths. This

saturation behavior is observed when the core fragment is fused to the SynZIP 17 domain

(Figure 2-3B, red points). The RNAP activity saturates approximately fourfold below that

obtained with the expression of full-length T7* RNAP in place of the core fragment, which

does not change as a function of a fragment expression (green points). Since the full-length

T7* RNAP is expressed at a level equivalent to the core fragment, this indicates that the

split polymerase with SynZIPs has about one quarter the activity of full-length T7* RNAP.

Without the SynZIP domain on the core fragment, the a fragment binds with much lower

affinity and does not reach saturation even at high levels of expression (blue points). Because

the desired saturation of the core fragment is obtained only with the SynZIPs, they were

used in all further experiments.

A key feature of the allocator is to be able to direct transcriptional resources to different
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actuators. This requires multiple a fragments that can bind to the core fragment to change

its promoter affinity. These a fragments need to be orthogonal, that is, they cannot cross-

react with each other's promoters. Initially, we attempted to base the orthogonal a fragments

on a set of specificity loop mutations previously shown to generate orthogonal variants of

full-length T7 RNAP [88]. These specificity loops are based on polymerases from the T3,

KF, and N4 phages. We tested the corresponding a fragments and mutated promoters.

Unfortunately, of these variants, only the a fragment containing the T3 specificity loop and

corresponding promoter (Figure 2-3C) generated an activity comparable to that of the T7

a fragment (Figure 2-3D).

The a fragments based on the KIF and N4 specificity loops did have some residual

activity. This was used as a basis to apply error-prone PCR to the a fragments to search

for mutations that increase activity (See 2.6). One mutation was found for the KIF loop

(KIFR: M750R) that recovered activity to a sufficient level, but similar efforts with the

N4 loop proved unsuccessful (See 2.5.3). An additional a fragment was built based on an

orthogonal T7 RNAP variant (CGG-R12-KIR) that was identified from directed evolution

experiments [170]. This produced a comparable activity to the other a fragments (Figure

2-3D). In total, four a fragment variants (T7, T3, K1FR, and CGG) and cognate promoters

were built. It is noteworthy that the a fragments only differ in sequence by 5-10 amino

acids (Figure 2-3C). Expression of each a fragment with its cognate promoter and the same

level of core fragment shows that their activities fall into a similar range with less than a

fourfold difference between the strongest (T7) and weakest (T3) a fragments (Figure 2-3D).

The four a fragments were also found to be orthogonal (Figure 2-3E), and their expression

to saturation with the core fragment does not lead to growth defects (Figure 2-15).

2.3.4 Setting and sharing the transcriptional budget

The expression level of the core fragment from the resource allocator sets the maximum

number of active RNAPs in the synthetic system. This budget has to be shared between

a fragments that are expressed simultaneously (Figure 2-1C). To test this, we built a plasmid

where the K1FR a fragment is expressed from PTet and the T3 a fragment is expressed from

PTac (Figure 2-4A). By inducing the system with IPTG, the level of expression of the T3
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a fragment is varied while the K1FR o- fragment is maintained at a constant level (PTet is

uninduced but has leaky expression). In essence, this captures the scenario where one output

of a controller is constantly on at a saturating level and then another output turns on and

competes for the RNAP resource. To report how much of each type of polymerase complex

is present in the system, reporter plasmids that express GFP from PT3 and PKIF were used.

The activity of the UT 3 :PT3 and .KlFR :PK1F pairs are very similar (Figure 2-3D), making it

possible to compare their expression levels.

Core fragment expression was driven by the PJ23105 promoter with RBSs of different

strengths. Initially, a strong RBS was chosen that sets a high expression level of the core

fragment (Figure 2-4B). The K1FR o- fragment utilizes the majority of the core fragment

budget before the T3 a fragment is induced. As the T3 a fragment is induced, it competes

for the core fragment. At high concentrations, it saturates the pool of core fragment, almost

completely titrating it from binding to the K1FR o- fragment. The sum of the PK1F and

PT3 promoter activities (gray points) remains constant and is independent of the expression

of either a fragment. The competition experiment was repeated with the core fragment

expressed at a lower level from a weaker RBS (Figure 2-4C). Importantly, the expression

level of the KIF o- fragment and the induction of the T3 o- fragment remain unchanged. As

before, the sum of activities from the PT3 and PK1F promoters remains constant. Both of

these competition systems are tolerated by cells with little growth impact at the induction

levels used (Figure 2-16).

The shapes of the curves are essentially identical when compared for high and low con-

centrations of the core fragment. The similarity is shown by plotting the PT3 and PK1F

promoter activities with low core fragment expression against their activities with high core

fragment expression (Figure 2-4D). This results in a linear relationship, meaning that all

promoter activities scale equally with the amount of core fragment expressed. The slope of

this line indicates that the low level of core fragment yields approximately 36% of the activity

compared to the high level. Hence, the budget is shared identically between the a fragments

at each core fragment expression level. This property means that the proportional outputs

of the resource allocator can be set independently from the level of resource being produced.

To correct for the slight activity difference between the T3 and K1FR systems, we nor-
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malized the PT3 and PK1F activity values by the activity when each individual a fragment

is expressed to saturation with the appropriate resource allocator (Figure 2-4E). Assuming

that promoter activity is linearly proportional to the number of active polymerases, these

normalized values represent the proportion of the available core fragment bound by each of

the a fragments. A mathematical model of the system was built and its dynamics analyzed

(See 2.7). When the core fragment is fully saturated by a fragments, the model predicts that

the proportion of the core fragment bound by each a fragment should depend solely on the

relative expression levels of each a fragment. The simplified model has only one parameter

not measured in the normalized data set: the relative expression of the K1FR a fragment

(Equations 2.29 and 2.30). Fitting this parameter yields a good agreement between the

theory and experimental data (Figure 2-4E, Equations 2.31, 2.32, 2.33).

2.3.5 Positive and negative regulation of the core fragment

The resource allocators shown in Figures 2-3 and 2-4 maintain a constant level of core

fragment. It is desirable to be able to dynamically shift the budget up or down, for example,

to control the maximum transcriptional capacity as a function of media or growth phase. To

do this, we used additional splits and mutations to create positive and negative regulators.

These regulators could also be used to design feedback or feedforward circuits to implement

control algorithms that act on the signal from the controller plasmid to the actuators.

The negative regulator is based on a null a fragment that binds to the core fragment but

does not support transcription. This functions to sequester the core fragment in the same

way as an active a fragment, making less of it available to the other competing a fragments.

Sequestration has emerged as a generalizable method to tune the threshold and ultrasensi-

tivity of genetic circuits by setting a concentration of sequestering molecule that must be

outcompeted before the circuit turns on [86,87,199, 200]. The null fragment was identified

by testing amino acid substitutions and deletions identified from the literature to disrupt T7

RNAP function [201,202]. These mutations were selected to disrupt transcription activity

without impacting the ability of the a fragment to bind and sequester the core fragment

(Table 2.4). Based on the screen, we identified the Y638A mutation in the CGG a fragment

as having the strongest effect when sequestering the core fragment. This fragment was
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confirmed to carry no residual activity for its original promoter (Figure 2-11).

A system was constructed to test the ability of the null fragment to titrate the core frag-

ment and reduce its availability to the a fragments (Figure 2-5A). For this, the o fragments

were expressed using a constitutive promoter derived from PJ23119 and the null fragment was

placed under PTac IPTG-inducible control on a separate plasmid. When expressed with the

T7 o- fragment, the null fragment decreases the activity from PT7 as it is induced (Figure

2-5B). The null fragment is able to compete with all of the o- fragments and reduces each of

their activities by at least tenfold when fully induced (Figure 2-5C).

The positive regulator is based on further splitting the core fragment at the most N-

terminal split site (Figure 2-2B and 2-2D). This divides the core fragment into two pieces: a

short 67 amino acid a fragment and a larger 586 amino acid # core fragment (including the

SynZIP). The a fragment can be expressed separately and is required for activity. It can be

used to modulate the fraction of the polymerase pool that is active. Note that it still does

not enable more transcriptional activity than is set by the amount of 3 core fragment that

is expressed. Thus, the maximum can be set and then the a fragment used to modulate the

amount that is available at any given time.

A system was constructed to assay the a fragment's ability to regulate the polymerase

budget (Figure 2-5D). The 0 core fragment is expressed from the PJ23105 constitutive pro-

moter on a low copy plasmid, while the T7 a fragment is expressed from a constitutive

promoter derived from PJ23119 on a high copy plasmid. The a fragment is expressed from

PTac. There is no T7 RNAP activity without the a fragment and activity increases as it is

induced (Figure 2-5E).

2.3.6 Coupling RNAP activity to the concentration of arbitrary

a fragment tagged proteins

Since the a fragment is relatively small (67 aa) and required for polymerase function, we

hypothesized that it would be useful as a protein tag to activate transcription proportional

to the level of an arbitrary protein of interest. While the C-terminus of T7 RNAP catalyzes

transcription and is highly sensitive to alteration, the N-terminus (where the a fragment is
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located) is much more tolerant to modifications [203]. The a fragment was fused to proteins

of interest via a GGSGG flexible linker. Fusion to either the N- and C-terminus of RFP

or GFP makes polymerase activity responsive to the level of fluorescent protein expression

(Figures 2-5F and 2-12). This may be used to tag proteins in a synthetic system or the host,

enabling the readout of an internal or cell state.

2.3.7 Application of the a fragment to compensate for differences

in copy number

A challenge in building genetic systems is that regulatory parts will change their activity

depending on the copy number of the system. For example, a constitutive promoter will

produce a high level of expression when it is placed on a high copy plasmid and a low level of

activity with placed at single copy on a bacterial artificial chromosome [152]. The a fragment

could be used to regulate the activity of the polymerase to adjust the activity of promoters

and compensate for the copy number at which they are carried due to different plasmid

origins (or in the genome). The idea is to combine the phage promoter(s) with an expression

cassette including the a fragment that is expressed at a level inversely proportional to the

copy number (Figure 2-5G). In other words, a strong promoter and RBS would be selected

to drive the expression of the a fragment from a low copy plasmid and vice versa.

Plasmids were constructed on pSC101 and pUC backbones that contain a PT7 promoter

driving GFP expression and a a fragment expression cassette. We mutagenized the RBSs

and altered the promoters and start codon of the a fragment expression cassettes to identify

a strong cassette that would be carried on the pSC101 plasmid and weak cassette that would

be carried on the pUC plasmid (See 2.6). With these different levels of a fragment expression,

we were able to achieve nearly identical activities for PT7 in the different plasmid contexts

when they are used with the # core fragment (Figure 2-5H). In contrast, when the plasmids

are used with the full core fragment, which does not need the a fragment to function, high

expression is seen from the high copy pUC backbone and low expression is seen from the low

copy pSC101 backbone.

One of the values of this approach is that it enables actuators that require multiple phage
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promoters to be moved to different copy number contexts without having to change and

rebalance each of the promoters. For example, actuators that produce deoxychromoviridans,

nitrogenase, and lycopene require 2, 4, and 5 phage promoters [69, 88]. These could be

moved to different copy number backbones without changing their genetics by changing the

expression level of the a fragment from that backbone. One can also imagine harnessing

feedback or feedforward loops that self-adjust the level of a fragment to maintain constant

promoter activity independent of context, similar to systems that have been implemented in

mammalian cells [204].

2.4 Discussion

As a means to organize and control large genetic engineering projects, we propose to in-

troduce a separate resource allocator module. The allocator is responsible for providing

resources that are orthogonal to those required by the host for growth and maintenance. To

that end, this manuscript focuses on budgeting transcriptional resources through the control

of phage polymerase activity and promoter specificity. Thinking ahead, this approach can

be extended to budget additional resources. For example, translational resources could be

incorporated by controlling a orthogonal rRNA [110, 111] (specific to RBSs only in the syn-

thetic system) or even introducing an entire second ribosome. Extending this idea, it may be

possible to incorporate orthogonal tRNAs [205,206], DNA replication machinery [207], pro-

tein degradation machinery [208], carbon precursors [209], and organelle structures [210,211].

While this never completely decouples the synthetic system from the host, it systematically

reduces its dependence on host resources and genetic idiosyncrasies. This approaches the

concept of a virtual machine for cells, where synthetic systems would bring all of the nec-

essary cellular machinery with them. This concept will become critical as designs become

larger, moving toward the scale of genomes and requiring the simultaneous control over many

multi-gene actuators.

This work demonstrates an incredible tolerance of the T7 RNAP structure for division

into multiple proteins without disrupting its function. To our knowledge, this is the first

time that a protein has been artificially divided into four fragments that can be function-
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ally co-expressed. This tolerance is surprising because T7 RNAP is known to undergo

large-scale conformational changes as it proceeds from promoter binding to transcription

elongation [212, 213]. The residues involved in these conformational changes occur toward

the N-terminal region but are distributed across the first three fragments of the 4-fragment

polymerase (Figure 2-2E). All of the RNAP split points were discovered simultaneously using

a new experimental method, which we refer to as a splitposon. This approach is faster, sim-

pler, and produces more accurate split proteins than previous methods. Split proteins have

applications in genetic circuits [90,188], plasmid maintenance with fewer antibiotics [214],

and biosensors [215-219].

The fragments of T7 RNAP are used to implement regulatory control. A C-terminal

fragment contains the DNA-binding loop and we demonstrate that fragments with different

specificities can direct the RNAP to different promoters. For this reason, and because of its

size, we draw a loose analogy to the role of o- factors in native prokaryotic transcription. How-

ever, there are notable differences between our a fragments compared to natural a factors.

First, core E. coli RNAP binds to DNA in a non-specific manner and this is titrated away

by the o- factors [220,221]. It is unlikely that our T7 RNAP core fragment binds to DNA.

Second, a prokaryotic a factor only recruits the RNAP to the promoter and once transcrip-

tion initiation is complete, the a factor dissociates during transcription [222,223]. Thus, the

ratio of a factors to core RNAP is low ( 50%) because they only have to compete to bind

to free (non-transcribing) polymerase [58]. Our system requires larger ratios, because the

o- fragments must remain associated with the core fragment during transcription. Third,

while the size of a a factor and the a fragment are about the same, their 3-dimensional

structure and mechanism of binding to core and DNA are different [197]. Finally, recent

results suggest that the B. subtilis core RNAP is shared by -factors in time as opposed to

concentration [224]. In other words, the a factors pulse in a mutually exclusive manner to

take turns fully utilizing the pool of core RNAP. In contrast, our a fragments compete for the

core fragment following mass action kinetics. This is similar to the previous understanding,

where differences in a factor binding affinities are a means that cells prioritize and order

different responses [220,225,226].

Resource allocation also occurs in natural regulatory networks. In bacteria, alterna-
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tive a factors can redirect RNAP to different condition-specific promoters. Factors such as

ppGpp and 6S RNA also regulate the pool of active free RNAP [62, 227, 228]. Using up

this resource has been observed and shown to result in a slower growth rate [229]. Further,

the competition between a factors for core RNAP has been quantified [64,220]. Keren and

co-workers measured the activity of thousands of native E. coli and S. cerevisiae promoters

under different environmental conditions [63]. They found that while changes in conditions

have a global impact on many promoters, they shift by a linear factor that is characteristic

of each condition. This factor ranges from 0.51 to 1.68 with M9 + glucose being the refer-

ence condition. They found that a simple model that treats overall promoter activity as a

fixed resource explains their data. Overall promoter activity is equivalent to the total active

RNAP concentration that forms the backbone of our resource allocator and the ratio of 0.36

shown in Figure 2-4D is analogous to their linear factor when moving from the high to the

low resource allocator.

In the context of synthetic signaling networks, retroactivity occurs when downstream reg-

ulation impacts an upstream process. For example, the titration of ribosomes or proteases

by one branch of the network can influence the network as a whole [230]. This is viewed

as an undesirable effect that must be buffered against in order to maintain computational

integrity [80]. In contrast, the resource allocator harnesses retroactivity in order to budget

transcription to different pathways without surpassing a limit. As an allocation mechanism,

retroactivity is an ideal means of distributing a budgeted resource. Currently, this is lim-

ited to dividing the core fragment among the o- fragments in a way that is proportional to

their expression levels. Building on this, more complex dynamics could be introduced that

implement signal processing between the output of the controller plasmid and the actuators

that are being regulated. For instance, it may be desirable to control several actuators via

a mutually exclusive or analog relationship, for example to slow down a metabolic pathway

as a molecular machine is being built. Other actuators may require graded or ultrasensitive

responses, for example the all-or-none commitment to flagellum construction versus simply

changing the level of an enzyme. The toolbox presented in this paper provides a means to

rationally design such control that can be implemented on the signal from the output of

circuitry encoded on a controller to the actuators. [230]
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2.5 Technical Information

2.5.1 Splitposon method for bisection mapping proteins

Design of the splitposon The splitposon is based on a commercial mini-Mu transposon,

the HyperMu <KAN-1> transposon (previously available from Epicentre Biotechnologies).

Mini-Mu transposons are a commonly used tool in molecular biology, due to their small

size and easy in vitro transposition protocol [231]. In vitro transposition requires only the

addition of a single transposase protein, MuA, along with a linearized mini-Mu transposon.

The MuA protein binds specific sequences at the termini of the transposon (recognition ends)

and catalyzes an efficient, mostly sequence-independent transposition event [232, 233]. In

contrast to the native transposon, which contains 6 unique sequences in the recognition ends

(L1-L2-L3 at one terminus, R1-R2-R3 at the other), mini-Mu transposons have shorter,

palindromic ends consisting of two of the native sequences (R1-R2) [231].

While the R1-R2 sequence is required for transposition of a mini-Mu transposon, the

sequence does not have to be perfect. The promiscuity of MuA has been studied by mutating

the ends of the transposon , and a number of functional transposons with altered ends have

been made. To construct the splitposon, we pooled the information from these studies to

identify where the transposon could be altered and retain function. We focused on the RI

recognition sequence, since it is closest to the ends of the mini-Mu transposon, and our

intention was to split proteins with as little added sequence as possible.

First, we used a consensus alignment of the six recognition sequences from the natural

transposon [234] to determine where mutations are generally tolerated. However, it is un-

clear whether all of these alterations are tolerated specifically in the terminal recognition

sites. Next, the RI sequence was aligned with the Li sequence, which is at the opposite

terminus of the natural transposon. We referenced a mutational study [235] to determine

tolerated changes to the two bases at the end of the transposon when it is used for in vitro

transposition reactions. Finally, we collated the mutations in previously built transposon

variants. Variants with a NotI cut site insertion and a triple stop codon insertion [236,237]

have been included in commercially available kits (F-701 and F-703 from Thermo Scientific),

and have high activity. In addition, transposons with two unique mLyI cut site insertions
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and two unique AarI cut site insertions are specified in publications [238,239].

A start codon was introduced into the -4 through -2 positions in the transposon. The

RBS calculator (thermodynamic model v1.0) [145] was used to evaluate a number of potential

transposon ends for strong RBS activity. One variant proved to retain sufficient transposi-

tion efficiency and effectively initiate translation at the start codon. A PTac IPTG inducible

promoter system from pEXT20 [240] mutated to have a symmetric LacO site (aattgtgagcgct-

cacaatt) was added to the splitposon to drive expression of the C-terminal protein fragment.

The constitutive Lac cassette was included so that the promoter would not drive high levels

of expression when in a plasmid lacking LacI expression.

The natural mini-Mu transposon contains a stop codon in-frame with the newly engi-

neered start codon. However, out of frame insertions can lead to many additional amino

acids added to the N-terminal fragment of the split protein, potentially complicating the

analysis of bisection libraries. For this reason, we mutated the terminus of the splitposon

opposite from the start codon to contain three staggered stop codons (one stop codon in each

frame). This modification had already been successfully made in a mini- Mu transposon end

to create a transposon for generating libraries of truncated proteins [237].

Library generation and characterization The splitposon can be used to split a protein

of interest with two standard cloning steps (Figure 2-5A). First, MuA is used to transpose

the splitposon into a target insertion plasmid (Figure 2-7B), which contains the region of

the gene of interest to be targeted for bisection. This library is selected for the Kanamycin

resistance gene in the transposon in addition to the resistance gene on the insertion plasmid.

A sufficient number of colonies to achieve good coverage are plated, scraped, and harvested

to yield an insertion library. Second, the pooled insertion library is digested using Type Is

restriction sites flanking the region of interest. The digested library is run on a gel, and the

band with size corresponding to the region of interest plus a single splitposon is excised and

purified. Finally, the size-selected fragments are ligated into an expression plasmid (Figure

2-7C) that has also been digested with Type Is restriction enzymes to produce compatible

overhangs. This plasmid contains an inducible expression system, as well as any flanking

portions of the gene that were not in the region of interest.
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The single transposition yields 6 different outcomes, depending on the orientation and

position of the splitposon in the protein that is being split (Figure 2-6). The splitposon can

insert in either the forward or reverse direction. If it is in the reverse direction, only the N-

terminal fragment of the protein is expressed, and this fragment has a number of additional

bases fused to it depending on the exact insertion location. Reverse transpositions therefore,

are only seen if the protein of interest can be truncated and retain function. If transposition

is targeted to a region of the protein that is not sufficient for function (i.e., by choosing a

small enough region for the insertion plasmid), reverse insertions should have no function

and will not be seen in a final selected library.

When the transposon is inserted in the forward direction, the frame of insertion deter-

mines what protein fragments will be made. MuA transposition duplicates 5 bp, leading to

a few added amino acids on the protein fragments and complicating analysis. If the trans-

poson inserts in frame with respect to the protein fragment at the 5 end of the transposon

(frame 0), then a split protein will be expressed as desired. The N-terminal fragment con-

tains no added amino acids, and the C-terminal fragment contains 3 added amino acids:

M (for the start codon), a variable residue (coded for by A12, where 1 and 2 are the first

two duplicated bp), and a duplicated residue (coded for by 345, the last three duplicated

bases). If the transposon is inserted in frame +1 or +2, the C-terminal protein fragment

is likely not to be expressed, leading to truncations that should not appear in a selected or

screened library. Occasionally, the transposon may insert in frame +1 or +2 very close to

an in-frame start codon, or it may create a start codon with the terminal A. In this case,

out-of frame split proteins can be expressed, where the N-terminal fragment contains 2-3

variable/added residues (before the latter stop codons are encountered), and the C-terminal

fragment contains duplications, insertions, or deletions based on the location of the start

codon.

2.5.2 Bisection mapping of T7 RNA polymerase

Library design and statistics To avoid seeing any truncations in the library of bisected

T7* RNAP, we chose to target transpositions to a subset of the gene. Previous studies

on T7 RNAP have identified the C-terminus of the gene as having a key role in catalysis
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and function. A version of the polymerase lacking the last two residues has been shown to

lack productive polymerase activity [202]. We excluded the last 7 residues of the gene from

our library to ensure that functional truncations would not be generated. In contrast, the

Nterminal region of the gene appears less sensitive to alterations. A pilot library indicated

that truncations of up to 30-35 residues were tolerated, so we conservatively excluded the first

40 residues from our bisection library. Hence, the insertion plasmid contains only residues

41-876 of T7* RNAP (Figure 2-7B). This section of the gene is flanked by BsaI Type Ils

restriction sites for subcloning. We chose a ColEI backbone with Ampicillin resistance for the

insertion plasmid. For the expression plasmid, the flanking portions of the polymerase (AAs

1-40 and 877-883) were placed downstream of the same PTac expression system that is in the

splitposon (Figure 2-7C). BsaI restriction sited are located between these fragments to allow

seamLess subcloning of the T7 RNAP* 41- 876 fragment from the insertion plasmid. Based

on the size of the insertion plasmid and T7 RNAP* fragment it contains we calculated the

library sizes of the insertion and final libraries. Based on the number of colonies harvested for

each library, sufficient coverage was achieved at each library step to achieve a high probability

of sampling all possible variants (Table 3.1) [241].

Library characterization After the final split T7* RNAP library was built and harvested,

it was transformed into cells containing the plasmid Nif 489 [88]. This plasmid contains a

PT7 driven RFP gene. Colonies were plated on selective media and 384 visually red colonies

were picked (PTac is leaky enough on plates that colonies were visibly red without IPTG

induction). These colonies were assayed for fluorescence in liquid media and the most active

192 selected for sequencing and further analysis. Each of the 192 selected clones was assayed

four times and the mean promoter activity calculated.

The 192 active clones were each sequenced to determine the splitposon insertion location.

In 180/192 clones this sequencing read gave enough information to unambiguously determine

the insertion site of the splitposon. The other 12/192 clones were double splitposon inser-

tions, other failure modes of the library, or sequencing errors, and were discarded. Of the

180 sequenced clones, 56 unique split sites were identified, with 36 in-frame and 20 out-of

frame. The vast majority of the out-of-frame splits inserted in a location predicted to have
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a close downstream in-frame start codon, leading to a split protein. However, due to high

predicted variability in the RBS strength for out-of-frame splitposon insertions, we focused

on the in-frame splits for all further analysis.

2.5.3 Supporting experiments

Directed evolution of the KiF and N4 a fragments Error-prone PCR was applied

to increase the activity of a fragments based on the KiF and N4 RNAP variants [88]. After

a visual screen for fluorescence, a number of clones with increased activity were identified

for each a fragment (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). Nearly the full KIF a fragment (residues 610-

871 in the full-length polymerase) was mutated and screened for function. 13 highly active

clones from this library were assayed and sequenced, revealing that 100% contained a point

mutation affecting the residue corresponding to 750 in the full polymerase sequence. Based

on these results, a variant of the KiF a fragment was created with the M750R mutation

(K1FR), which exhibits activity within 4-fold that of the T7 a fragment and was used in all

remaining experiments. The error-prone PCR protocol was applied to a smaller region of

the N4 a fragment (residues 716-789 in the fulllength polymerase), and 12 improved clones

were sequenced, but no sufficiently active mutations were found.

Means and error underlying the a fragment orthogonally matrix The data used

to generate the orthogonality heatmap in Figure 2-3E are shown with error bars (Figure 2-

10). The promoter activity was measured for each a fragment with each promoter, and each

promoter in the absence of a a fragment. Dividing the level of activity with each a fragment

by the level of activity without a a fragment yields the fold induction.

Identifying the null fragment To determine the optimal null fragment, three known

inactivating mutations [201, 202] were tested in the background of three a fragments. The

intention was to find a mutation that abolishes polymerase function without inhibiting the

ability of the null fragment to compete with other a fragments to bind the core fragment. A

deletion of residues 882-3 and two point mutations, Y639A and H811A, were tested. These

mutations were made to the T7 a fragment, the CGG a fragment, and a a fragment based
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on WT T7 RNAP (rather than T7* RNAP as for the T7 o fragment). The T7 o- fragment

was expressed constitutively with the core fragment and a PT7 reporter plasmid, and the

variant null fragments were induced with IPTG. By comparing the PT7 promoter activity

with and without induction of the null fragments, a fold repression value was calculated for

each variant (Table 2.4). Based on this data, The CGG o fragment with mutation Y639A

was found to be the most active and was chosen as the null fragment. To determine whether

the null fragment retains residual activity, it was expressed with the core fragment and a

PCGG reporter. Even at high levels of induction, this null fragment shows no PCGG promoter

activity when expressed with the core fragment (Figure 2-11).

Activation of the 0 core fragment with proteins fused to the a fragment We

tested fusions of the a fragment to GFP for their ability to complement the # core fragment.

Similar to the RFP- fusion assays in Figure 2-5G-H, the GFP- fusions were induced from

PTac in the presence of constitutively expressed # core fragment and a-T7. A reporter plasmid

that produces RFP from a PT7 promoter was used to measure polymerase activity (Figure

2-12).

Measurement of PTac activity In order to estimate the amount of RNAP fragments

produced by our inducible plasmids, we measured GFP production from similar PTac expres-

sion plasmids (Figure 2-14). The RiboJ insulator removes promoter context issues, leading

to linear relationships between the expression levels of two proteins driven by identical pro-

moters [36]. Hence, the measured values for GFP production should linearly correlate with

the RNAP fragments produced in each system. PTac measurements were taken and plotted

on the x-axis for the four the assays presented in Figures 2-3B, 2-4B,C,E, 2-5B, and 2-5E

(Figure 2-13). In each case, the PTac measurement was taken concurrently with the other

measurements, from cells growing in the same conditions.

Growth impact of split polymerase expression A number of the systems used to

test split polymerase activity were measured to determine their impact on cell growth.T7

RNA polymerase is known to be toxic, especially when expressed in the presence of its

promoter. Additionally, split proteins can be unstable and misfold, leading to further growth
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impacts. We tested three systems of split polymerase expression for growth impacts: the four

orthogonal fragment and core fragment expression systems shown in Figure 2-3A (Figure

2-15), the - fragment competition systems shown in Figure 2-4A (Figure 2-16), and the

multiply-split polymerase expression systems used in Figures 2-2D-E (Figure 2-17). The

full length T7* RNAP was also tested when expressed from the same system as is used for

the multiply-split polymerases (Figures 2-17 and 2-18). Each of these expression systems

was induced with varying levels of IPTG and compared to a negative control containing the

appropriate plasmid backbones, but not expressing the polymerase fragments or fluorescent

proteins.

2.6 Methods

2.6.1 Strains and media

Escherichia coli DH1OB was used for all routine cloning and characterization. ElectroMAX

competent cells (Life Technologies) were used for library cloning steps as noted. LB-Miller

media was used for assays and strain propagation, 2YT media was used for strain prop-

agation, and SOC media was used for transformation recovery. Antibiotics were used as

necessary for plasmid maintenance, with ampicillin at 100 g/mL, spectinomycin at 100

g/mL, kanamycin at 50 g/mL, and chloramphenicol at 17 g/mL. IPTG (isopropyl 3 -D-

1-thiogalactopyranoside) was used as an inducer at concentrations up to 1 mM.

2.6.2 Plasmids and parts

Plasmids with the ColEl origin were based off of the plasmid pSB1C3 from the Registry of

Standard Biological Parts, which has a pUC19 [242] derived origin. Plasmids with the pUC

origin were based off of a pUC19 [242] vector. Plasmids with the pl5A* origin were based

off of plasmid pSB3C5 [243] from the Registry. This origin appears to maintain at a higher

copy number than standard for p15A. Plasmids with the pSC1O1 origin were based on pUA66

[244]. Plasmids with the BAC origin were based on pBACr-Mgr940 [245] (BBaJ61039),

which has an F plasmid derived origin. A PTac promoter system derived from pEXT20 [240]
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modified to contain a symmetric Lac binding site or a shortened version of this expression

system was used in all systems that required inducible expression. Constitutive protein

expression was driven by promoter PJ23119 (BBaJ23105) or PJ2 31 1 9 (BBaJ23109), by a

modified PTet expression system [70] (uninduced), and by promoters selected from libraries

derived from PJ2 31 1 9 (BBaJ23119) through degenerate PCR. RBSs were either generated

using the RBS calculator, taken from the Registry (BBaB0032 and BBaB0034 [61]),

or selected from libraries generated using degenerate PCR. The RiboJ insulator [36] was

used between PTac or PTet and the RBS in all constructs when titrations curves were run.

mRFP1 [246] and sfGFP [247] were used as fluorescent reporters. Representative plasmid

maps are shown in Figures 2-7, 2-14, and 2-18 through 2-24. A list of new plasmids is given in

Table 2.6. Select constructs from this study will be made available online through Addgene

(http://www.addgene.org/ChristopherVoigt/).

2.6.3 Bisection mapping T7 RNA polymerase

The splitposon was generated by modifying the HyperMu <KAN-1> transposon (Epicen-

tre Biotechnologies). Examining previously described variants of the MuA transposon sys-

tem [234, 236-239], a number of terminal bases were identified that could be altered while

maintaining transposition activity. The RBS calculator [146] was used to design a strong

terminal RBS and start codon while staying within these alterations. This modified end was

combined with a previously built end containing terminal stop codons [237]. A PTac pro-

moter and constitutive LacI expression cassette were inserted into the transposon to drive

transcription at the end with the RBS and start codon. Finally, point mutations were made

to remove restriction sites that would interfere with downstream cloning steps. A region of

the T7* RNA polymerase CDS encoding aa 41-876 was flanked by BsaI sites in a ColEl

AmpR backbone. The splitposon (KanR) was transposed into this plasmid with MuA trans-

posase (300 ng target DNA, 200 ng transposon, MuA buffer, 1.1 U HyperMuA transposase

(Epicentre Biotechnologies), 30'C 8 h, 75'C 10 min), DNA clean and concentrated (Zymo),

electroporated into ElectroMAX cells and plated on LB + Kan/Amp plates to obtain >

700,000 colonies. The colonies were scraped from the plates, pooled, and miniprepped to ob-

tain DNA of the transposon insertion library. The transposon insertion library was digested
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with BsaI, run on an agarose gel, and a band of -5.7 kb (representing the section of the T7

CDS plus transposon) was excised, gel-purified (Zymo), and DNA clean and concentrated. A

plasmid containing an inducible PTac system and the remainder of the T7 CDS (aa 1-40 and

877-883) with internal BsaI sites on a p15A* SpecR backbone was digested with BsaI and

the size-selected fragment ligated into it. This reaction was DNA clean and concentrated,

electroporated into ElectroMAX cells plated on LB + Spec/Kan plates to obtain > 600,000

colonies, and the colonies were scraped, pooled, and miniprepped as before to obtain the

bisected library. This library was electroporated into E. coli DH1OB cells with a plasmid

containing a PT7-RFP cassette on a pSC101 CamR backbone (Nif 489 [69]), plated on LB

+ Spec/Kan/Cam, and visually red colonies were picked after 16 h of growth for analysis in

liquid media. More information on the splitposon method and T7 RNAP bisection mapping

are included in 2.5.1 and 2.5.2.

2.6.4 Assay protocol

All promoter activity assays except the initial assay of T7 bisection mapping were performed

as follows. Cells containing the plasmids of interest were inoculated from glycerol stocks into

0.5 mL LB-Miller media plus antibiotics in a 2-mL 96-deepwell plate (USA Scientific) sealed

with an AeraSeal film (Excel Scientific) and grown at 37'C, 900 rpm overnight (-14-16

h) in a deepwell shaker. These overnights were diluted 200-fold into 150 [L LB-M with

antibiotics plus varying concentrations of IPTG in 300-pL 96-well V-bottom plates (Thermo

Scientific Nunc) sealed with an AeraSeal film and grown at 37'C, 1,000 rpm for 6 h. 5 PL

of each sample was removed and diluted in 195 pL PBS + 2 mg/mL kanamycin to halt

protein production. Cells diluted in PBS were either characterized immediately with flow

cytometry or stored at 4'C until characterization. The initial T7 bisection mapping assays

were performed similarly except the overnight cultures were grown in 2YT, and the overnight

cultures were diluted 1:10 into 150 [pL induction media.
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2.6.5 Flow cytometry characterization

All fluorescence characterization was performed on a BD LSR Fortessa flow cytometer

with HTS attachment and analyzed using FlowJo vX (TreeStar). Cells diluted in PBS

+ kanamycin were run at a rate of 0.5 L/s until up to 100,000 events were captured (at

least 50,000 events were recorded in all cases). The events were gated by forward scatter and

side scatter to reduce false events and by time to reduce carry-over events. Gating was de-

termined by eye and was kept constant for all analysis within each triplicate experiment. For

all assays except the initial characterization of T7 bisection mapping, the geometric mean

value of fluorescence was calculated for each sample, using a biexponential transform with a

width basis of 10.0 to allow calculations with negative values. Finally, white-cell fluorescence

measured concurrently from cells lacking fluorescent protein was subtracted from measured

fluorescence to yield the Promoter activity (AU) values presented in the figures. The initial

T7 bisection mapping assay was characterized identically, except that white-cell values were

not subtracted.

Where fold induction calculations were required, fluorescence measurements were made

of cells containing the appropriate reporter construct and lacking a functional polymerase,

grown in the same conditions as the test cells. The fold induction is reported as the ratio of

the white-cell-corrected test cell fluorescence to the white-cell-corrected fluorescence of the

reporter-only cells.

To obtain relative expression levels for the polymerase fragments driven by PTac, con-

structs were made that express GFP after PTac and RiboJ (Figures 2-14). For each assay,

cells with this construct were induced under the same conditions as the test cells, and their

fluorescence measured (Figures 2-13). The PTac activity value in each plot represents the geo-

metric mean white-cell-corrected fluorescence of these cells for that assay, and the horizontal

error bars show the standard deviation of those measurements.

2.6.6 Measuring the growth impact of split polymerase expression

Cells containing the plasmids of interest were inoculated from colonies on agar plates into 0.5

mL LB-Miller media plus antibiotics in a 2-mL 96-deepwell plate, sealed with an AeraSeal
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film, and grown at 37'C, 900 rpm overnight (~14-16 h) in a deepwell shaker. These

overnights were diluted 200-fold into 150 pL LB-M with antibiotics plus varying concen-

trations of IPTG in 300-pL 96-well V-bottom plates, sealed with an AeraSeal film, and

grown at 37'C, 1,000 rpm for 6 h. 20 pL of each sample were added to 80 pIL LB in a 96-well

optical plate (Thermo Scientific Nunc), and the OD600 of each diluted sample was measured

using a BioTek Synergy H1 plate reader. These measurements were normalized by dividing

by the OD600 of samples containing plasmids with the same backbones but expressing none

of the proteins of interest (polymerase fragments or GFP) at each level of IPTG induction.

Growth data are shown in Figures 2-15, 2-16 and 2-17.

2.6.7 Error-prone PCR of - fragment variants

Sections of the KiF and N4 T7 RNAP variants [88] were amplified using GoTaq (Promega)

in 1x GoTaq buffer plus MgCl 2 to a final concentration of 6.5 mM Mg2+. The amplified

fragments were cloned into a a fragment expression plasmid including any necessary flanking

RNAP sequence and the N-terminal SynZIP 18 domain. These mutated a fragments were

expressed with the core fragment and the appropriate promoter driving GFP. Colonies with

visually improved GFP production were picked from plates, re-assayed to confirm activity,

and sequenced to identify their mutations (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). Promising variants were

reconstructed to isolate their effects and the resulting new a fragments assayed for activity.

2.6.8 Tuning a fragment expression to compensate for copy num-

ber

An a fragment expression cassette consisting of the constitutive promoter PJ23119, RiboJ,

and B0032 RBS driving the a fragment was inserted in the reverse direction before the PT7:

GFP cassette on a pSClOl reporter plasmid. These two cassettes were also inserted into

a pUC19 backbone, with the weaker constitutive promoter PJ23119 and start codon (GTG

instead of ATG) in the a fragment cassette. Degenerate PCR was used to randomize the RBS

in each plasmid at five nucleotides, and the resulting libraries were screened for fluorescence

in the presence of the oT7 and either core or # core fragments. Sets of pSC101 and pUC
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plasmids were selected that had similar levels of activity with the / core fragment, but

retained different levels of activity with the core fragment. These plasmids were isolated,

sequenced, re-assayed, and the pair of pSC101 and pUC plasmids with the closest levels of

expression in the presence of the / core fragment was selected.

2.7 Modeling

2.7.1 Kinetic model of the resource allocator

We used a kinetic model to examine the contrasting outcomes on total active RNAPs in a

system with or without the resource allocator (Figures 2-1B-C). In each case, four promoters

on the controller are modeled driving either four RNAPs or o- fragments. The promoters are

switched between fully off and fully on states at different time points.

In the model with expression of full-length RNAPs (Figure 2-1B), only two reactions per

RNAP were considered, yielding one equation per RNAP:

ri =u - Yri i = 1 - 4 (2.1)

where the dot indicates a time derivative, and:

* r = ri(t) > 0 is the concentration of the ith full-length RNAP,

* ui is the lumped transcription and translation rate of the ith RNAP, and

" -y is the degradation rate (assumed equal) of the RNAPs.

For the model involving the resource allocator (Figure 2-1C), a number of additions were

made. A core polymerase fragment is produced at a fixed rate equal to RNAP production

in the previous model, while the four promoters now drive o- fragments of the polymerase.

The o- fragments can bind the core fragment to form full-length RNAP complexes which can

dissociate back into o- and core fragments. Again, all degradation rates are assumed to be
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equal. This yields the following three equations:

aj = u - yoj + kri - kaic 1 - 4 (2.2)

-i = -,yri - kri + kaic i1 4 (2.3)

C = V - 7yc + kd(Zlri) - ka(EZ iiC) (2.4)

where dots indicate time derivatives, and:

* Ui = ae(t) > 0 is the concentration of (unbound) a fragment i,

" ri = ri(t) 0 is the concentration of the ith full-length RNAP complex,

* c = c(t) 0 is the concentration of core fragment,

" ui, v are the lumped transcription and translation rates of the ith a fragment and the

core fragment, respectively,

" -y is the degradation rate (assumed equal) of the a fragments, full-length RNAP com-

plexes, and the core fragment,

" ka is association rate of the a fragments and the core fragment (assumed equal), and

* kd is the dissociation rate of full-length RNAP's into a fragments and the core fragment

(again assumed equal)

We simulated time courses of RNAP concentration using these systems of equations and a

set of estimated parameters (Table 2.5). The degradation rate, -y , was assumed to be dom-

inated by dilution through cell growth and equal for all species in the system. The lumped

transcription and translation rate of the full-length RNAPs was set to yield a steady-state

concentration of 0.1 pM when they are expressed, the rate for the core fragment was set to be

the same, and the rate for the a fragments was set to yield 0.2 pIM when expressed. Finally,

the rates for the o fragments binding and unbinding the core fragment were based on an in

vitro analysis of a heterodimeric coiled-coil interaction [248]. Simulations were performed in

MATLAB using the ode45 solver.
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2.7.2 Uniqueness and stability of steady states in resource alloca-

tor model

We study the resource allocator model in (2-4), with the following changes:

" There are k different o fragments and RNAPs rather than limiting to 4: i = 1,... , k

" The lumped transcription and translation rates, ui and v, are assumed constant and

positive.

For simplicity, we also write the system in vector form as

x=f(x) (S)

where

X M) = (Ol (t), ... ,Ork (t), ri (t), ... ,rk (0), C(O)

In general, a system of nonlinear ODE's (S) might have multiple stable states or persistent

oscillations, or even exhibit chaotic behavior. It is thus of interest to show mathematically

that our model has none of these, and, as a matter of fact, has the property that all solutions

converge to a unique steady state, independently of initial concentrations. This is proved in

the following result.

Theorem. There is a unique non-negative steady state of (S), which we will denote as

= (a ,.. ., 7, 1)... i1, c) .

Moreover, every solution of (S) with x(t) > 0 satisfies x(t) - i as t -+ oc.

Proof. It is convenient to introduce, for any given solution x(t), the following combina-

tions of variables:

si(t) := u-(t) + ri(t) , i = 1,.. . , k (total o fragment i, bound and unbound)

k

o-(t) := 3 (t), i = 1,... , k (total unbound o fragments)
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k

s(t) :=si(t) (total o- fragments, bound and unbound).

(total RNAP complexes, without unbound core fragments).

Observe that

0-(t) = s(t) - r(t)

for all t, or equivalently s(t) = o-(t) + r(t). Since o-(t) > 0, it holds that

r(t) < s(t)

for all t. We also introduce

R(t) := c(t) + r(t) (total core fragments, bound and unbound).

Since c(t) > 0, it holds that

r(t) R(t)

for all t.

For each i E1 ... , k}, we have:

Si = &- + i = ui - 70- -^-yr = ui - ^ysi.

Therefore, along any solution,

lim si(t) = Si :=
t-*oo

and so also
k

lim s(t) = .:

t-+ 0C

Similarly, for R we have:

k

R = = v-yc- (Zri) = v - ZR
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and therefore, along any solution,

lim R(t) = (2.9)
t oo

Consider now an arbitrary steady state J = (&1,... ,&kk ,..., i, ). Let si : &i + Pi

(i = 1,... , k), & := &i, s := E= si, r := = 1 Pi, and R : + P. Because of the

above remarks, it must hold that .i = 9i (i = 1, . . . , k), s = 9, and R = R.

Along any trajectory, r satisfies the following differential equation:

r = -(Y + kd)r+ kac = -(y + k)r + k a(s - r)(R - r). (2.10)

Note that this is a quadratic differential equation with time-dependent coefficients (since R

and s are time-dependent functions). We study its stability behavior below, but first note

that, at any steady state, since R = R and s = 9, the steady state value P must satisfy:

(-y + kd) = ka(9 - P)(R - ) . (2.11)

It is convenient to introducing the following constant, which can be thought of as an effective

dissociation constant for RNAP complexes:

K y + kd
ka

we can rewrite (2.11) as

KP = ( -P)(R -). (2.12)

As a function of P, the left-hand side of (2.11) is a linear function with positive slope which

vanishes at zero, and the right-hand side is a parabola opening up, with roots at R and 9.

Thus, there is exactly one solution of (2.11), which we call r-, that is less than max{R, 9},

and, in fact, is less than min{R, 9}. An explicit formula for F (not required for the proof) is:

_ 1
r = 2 B -B/D) where B=Y+kd+kaR~kas, D =B2 -4k Rs.
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By (2.5) and (2.6), r(t) s(t) and r(t) < R(t) along all solutions (including constant

solutions), so certainly < min{R, . }, and thus f = . Therefore

6 = N - = e := T? - f . (2.13)

Using that o-, = si - ri, we have, for each ri:

i = -(-y + kd)ri + ka(Si - ri)c = kasic - ('7 + kd + kac)ri. (2.14)

So, at any steady state, since si = 9i and c = e:

_kasic s___

ri = ri . _ _ , (2.15)
-y+kd+kac K(+2.1

which is formally analogous to a Michaelis-Menten product formation law. Notice that, as

a consequence of (2.15), fi/Pf = gi/j for any two ij, and, in view of (2.7),

-i u= 2(2.16)

for all i, j E {,... , k}, which means that the RNAP complexes are produced in the same

proportion as the proportion between the respective inputs. It also follows that

&- = si - i = &i := i - fi . (2.17)

Defining t by the formulas in (2.17), (2.15), (2.13), we conclude that 1 = 2, and the steady

state is indeed unique.

Next, we show that x(t) -+ t as t -+ oo, for every solution. If we assume that s(t) and

R(t) are already at their steady states given by (2.8) and (2.9), the differential equation

(2.10) becomes:

+= -(+kd)r + ka(g - r)(R - r). (2.18)

(A justification for the assumption that R and s can be assumed to be at steady state will

be given later.) The right-hand side of this ODE is the difference between the two sides
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in (2.11), and thus is positive on 0 < r < f and negative on f < r < R. Recall that we

are only interested in solutions for which r(t) R. Therefore r(t) -* f as t - oc. Since

c(t) = R(t) - r(t), it follows that from the definition e = R - r that

lim.c(t) = (2.19)
t-400

If we assume (justified later) that s(t) and c(t) are already at their steady states given by

(2.8) and (2.19), the differential equation (2.14) becomes:

ri = kasiE - (-y + kd + ka,)ri. (2.20)

for each i = 1,. .., k. This is a stable linear constant-coefficient differential equation, so

lim ri(t) = fi (2.21)
t->00

for every i. Finally, from -i(t) = si(t) - ri(t), the definition &, = si - rj, together with (2.7)

and (2.21), we have that

lim O-i(t) = di (2.22)

for every i. We have thus proved that x(t) -- it as t -+ oc.

Since (2.16) says that ri /f = ui/uj for all i, j E {1,...,k}, we have then that, for any

arbitrary j E {1,. .. k:

= k k =~

i=1 =1u

or equivalently:

Fi = k (2.23)

which means that the relative expression of the jth RNAP complex is directly proportional

to the fraction of its respective control input. For example, suppose that k = 2, and ui is

maintained constant. Then the expression of the second RNAP complex at steady state has

the hyperbolic Michaelis-Menten form f2 Vu2 , where V =
U1+U2
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Justification of quasi-steady state assumption

It only remains to justify the hypotheses made at two points that variables already shown

to approach steady state can be replaced by their steady state values in other equations (this

is sometimes called the "CICS" or "convergent input to convergent state property"). One

way to prove this is to appeal to the theory of asymptotically autonomous systems: we

view (2.10) as a non-autonomous differential equation which, as t -+ oc, approaches the

autonomous equation (2.18). Since this latter equation has f as a globally asymptotically

stable state (for initial conditions in, for example, the interval [0, max{f, .}]),it follows that

solutions of (2.18) also approach f. (See the last section in [249] for details of this technique

and further references.) Similar considerations apply to the linear ODE (2.14) and its limit

equation (2.20).

Simplifications when K < 1

For realistic degradation and association and dissociation constants, K is very small,

typically ~~ 10- 9 M. In that case, the formulas for steady state values can be simplified

considerably. We will assume that v < k ui (the core fragment is the limiting factor),

in which case R = v/-y < (EZ ui)/y = s, and thus min{R, } = R. When K ~ 0, the

unique steady state value f < t that solves (9 - f)(R - f) = K ~ 0 is f ~ . This means

that (2.23) is, more explictly:

f~ (511,) R (2.24)

It is important to note, however, that informal approximation arguments are not math-

ematically rigorous, and can easily lead to paradoxical conclusions. For example, (2.13)

implies that = R -- %-, 0 (since we had R ~ f), and this, combined with (2.15) gives that

sic= _ ~_ = 0! (The fallacy in this case comes from the approximation "x/(K+x) ~ 0

when x 0" which is false if K < x.)

To make the argument mathematically precise, let us think of the unique steady state

value f < fT that solves KF = (9 - i;)(R - f) as a function F(K), and take its limit as
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K - 0 while keeping P and the T's fixed. Keeping these values fixed is valid for example if

ka + oo, or if kd -+ 0 and -y -+ 0 at the same time that the control inputs (v and the ui's)

are proportionally increased. Using implicit differentiation, and primes to indicate derivative

with respect to K, we have that f + Kf' = -f'(R - f) - f'(9 - f). Since = ft when K = 0,

the derivative at K = 0 is ' = R/(R - 9) and thus we obtain the first-order Taylor expansion

f (K) = i(0)+ '(0)K + o(K) = R + - K + o(K).
R-s

Then, e = R - = -K + o(K), and now substituting into rj = $, we conclude that:

s9 R K+6

s-+-O(K) = - v k 1 +0(K),
s 

ry K+c 9j lUi/

which recovers (2.24) as K -+ 0.

2.7.3 Modeling - fragment competition data

Using the simplified steady-state equations presented in (2.24), we can model the o- fragment

competition data shown in Figure 2-4. In the context of the experiments shown in Figure

2-4, there are only two o- fragments, T3 and K1FR, yielding the equations:

rT3 (UT3 +TK) (2.25)

fK1F ( UK1F (2.26)
\UT3 + UK1F/

If the PT3 and PK1FR promoter activities are linearly proportional to the concentration of the

appropriate RNAP complex, these equations immediately predict the result shown in Figure

2-4D; changing the resource allocator results in an identical linear scaling of the promoter

outputs. Changing the expression of the core fragment from the resource allocator changes

the value of R, which linearly scales fT3 and FK1FR identically for any constant values of UT3

and UK1FR.

In Figure 2-4E, we normalize the promoter activities of PT3 and PK1FR by the maximum

promoter activities obtained when the appropriate a fragments are expressed to saturate
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the core fragment. Assuming that the promoter activities are linearly proportional to the

amount of corresponding RNAP present in the system, these normalized values represent

the fraction of the core fragment bound by each a fragment. That is frT3/R, fK1F/R, for the

normalized activity values of PT3 and PK1FR, respectively. Therefore, we have:

NT3 = fT3/R UT3 (2.27)
\UT3 + UK1F/

NK1F = rK1F/ ( UK1F (2.28)
UT3 + UK1F

where NT3 and NK1F are the normalized PT3 and PK1FR promoter activities shown in Figure

2-4E.

Finally, we have a relative measurement for the expression of the T3 a fragment: the PTac

expression level with the appropriate amount of inducer. Assuming that this value is linearly

proportional to the true expression level of the T3 o fragment, we can say: UT3 = CPTac,

where c is a scaling factor to relate the PTac expression level to the raT3 expression level.

Substituting this into the model yields:

\PTac (2.29)

UK1F

NK1F c UK1F (2.30)
(PTac + C

As the NT3, NK1F, and PTac values are all measured, there is only one remaining free variable:

K1F which represents the constant expression level of the K1FR o fragment in the same

units as the PTac expression value. This parameter was determined by simultaneously fitting

(29) and (30) to the NT3 and NK1F data shown in Figure 2-4E, using a least-squares algorithm

(lsqnonlin) in MATLAB. This yields a value of 617 for UK1F . Hence, the final models shown

in Figure 2-4E are:

NT3 [c ) (2.31)
Pac + 617 (

NK1 F -1 2.2
(Prac + 617
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And the sum of those two equations:

NsUm = NT3 +NK1F 1 (2.33)
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Figure 2-1: The resource allocator.
A. Complex synthetic genetic systems are broken down into three modules. The core frag-
ment of RNAP is expressed from the resource allocator. Each output from the controller
results in the expression of a different a fragment (colored half-circles), which share the core
fragment and turn on different actuators.
B. Dynamic simulations of resource allocation are shown, where the outputs from the con-
troller are turned on and off at different times (colored lines) (Section 2.7.1). A hypothetical
toxicity threshold is shown with the dashed horizontal line. When the outputs of the con-
troller are complete RNAPs, their sum crosses the threshold (gray line and red hash).
C. With resource allocation, the outputs of the controller are o- fragments that must share
the core fragment, thus ensuring that their sum transcriptional activity does not cross the
threshold.
D. The complete toolbox of phage RNAP fragments is shown.
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Figure 2-2: Bisection mapping of T7* RNAP.
A. The splitposon is based on a modified mini-Mu transposon mutated to contain staggered
stop codons in one recognition end (red) and an RBS & start codon in the other (green).
An internal inducible system (LacI and PTac) has been added. Bisection mapping includes
two cloning steps. First, the splitposon is transposed randomLy into a gene using MuA
transposase. Second, the library is size selected for inserts that contain one transposon
insertion and cloned into an expression plasmid.
B. Each point represents a unique in-frame split location in T7* RNAP, where the residue
number is the final residue in the N-terminal fragment. The promoter activity is the mean

PT7 activity for all recovered clones at each split point, from four independent assays (10
pM IPTG induction). Bisection points are clustered into five seams, which are color-coded.
The vertical dashed lines show the region where bisections were allowed in the library, and
the gray vertical lines show the location of the promoter specificity loop. Surface models are

shown for the three fragments used for the resource allocator (PDB:1QLN [195], visualized

using UCSF Chimera [250]). The model for the # core fragment shows the position of the

oe and a fragments in transparent blue and red, respectively. More views of the surface model

are shown in Figure 2-9.
(Continued on next page)
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Figure 2-2: (Continued)
C. The fragments created from splitting T7 RNAP at residue 601 were assayed with and
without SynZIP domains at low expression levels (4 pM IPTG). When SynZIP 17 (SZ17) is
fused to the N-terminal fragment and SynZIP 18 (SZ18) is fused to the C-terminal fragment,
a large increase in the induction of PT7 is observed. Fold induction is calculated as the PT7
promoter activity in induced cells divided by the promoter activity of cells that contain the
reporter plasmid but no polymerase fragments.
D. Data are shown for the expression of the three fragments corresponding to the a fragment
(1:67), 3 core fragment (67:601-SZ), and -fragment (SZ-601:883). An o indicates the pres-
ence of a fragment in an operon that is expressed with 100 pIM IPTG.
E. Data are shown for the induction of four fragments, as in (D), with an additional split of
the /3 core fragment at residue 179.
Data information: For the graphs in (CE), the mean is shown for three independent assays
performed on different days, with error bars showing standard deviation.
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Figure 2-3: Activation of the core fragment via a fragments.
A. A schematic of the induction system is shown; the core fragment is expressed at a constant
level from a constitutive promoter.
B. The T7 o fragment (SZ-601:883) is induced in the presence of different core fragments,
and the activity of PT7 is measured. Red and blue points show the induction in the presence
and absence of the SynZIP, respectively (core fragments 1:601-SZ and 1:601). The activity
of full-length T7* RNAP is shown as a positive control (green). A negative control with no
core fragment is shown (black). The leftmost point (marked '(-)') represents cells that did
not encode the T7 a fragment. From left to right, the remaining points represent induction
levels of: 0, 1, 2, 4, 6.3, 10, 16, 25, 40, 63, 100, and 1,000 pM IPTG.
C. The variations between the a fragments and promoters are shown. Position 632 indicates
the mutation made in T7* RNAP that reduces toxicity, and positions 739-772 show the
DNA-binding loop.
D. The activities of each of the four a fragments are shown with their cognate promoters
when expressed to saturation (100 pM IPTG) with the core fragment.
E. The cross-reactivity of each a fragment with each promoter is shown (100 piM IPTG
induction of the a fragments and constant core fragment expression). The underlying activity
levels and variation for this assay are shown in Figure 2-10.
Data information: For all graphs, the mean is shown for three independent assays performed
on different days, with error bars showing standard deviation.
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Figure 2-4: Competition between c- fragments to bind the core fragment.
A. The genetic system used for the competition assays is shown. Two resource allocator
plasmids were built that generate high and low core fragment expression levels via a strong
or weak RBS and constitutive promoter.
B. Data for the high resource allocator are shown. The K1FR o- fragment was expressed at
a constant level (no induction of PTet), and the T3 a- fragment was induced with 0, 2, 4, 6.3,
7.4, 8.6, 10, 13, 16, 20, 25, and 32 MM IPTG. The activities of PT3 (red circles) and PK1F
(green circles) were measured, and the sum of their activities computed (gray circles).
C. Data for the low resource allocator are shown, as in (B).
D. Each point represents promoter activity (red: PT3, green: PK1F) at a specific level of
inducer. The x and y values show the activity with high and low levels of core fragment
expression, respectively. The line shows a linear regression, with the intercept fixed to 0.
(Continued on next page.)
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Figure 2-4: (Continued)
E. Each o- fragment was expressed to saturation (100 pM IPTG) with the high and low
resource allocators, and the measured promoter activities were used to normalize the data
shown in (B) and (C) (solid and hollow circles, respectively). The fraction core utilized
represents the proportion of the core fragment present in the system that is bound by either
o- fragment, assuming a linear correlation with promoter activity. The solid lines show a
simplified model of competition fit to the normalized data.
Data information: For all graphs, the mean is shown for three independent assays performed
on different days, with error bars showing standard deviation.
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Figure 2-5: Positive and negative post-transcriptional regulation of the core frag-
ment.

A. Null fragment sequestration of the core fragment.
B. The core fragment and T7 a fragment are expressed constitutively, while null fragment
expression is induced from PTac (induction from left to right is: 0, 2, 4, 10, 16, 25, 40, and
1000 MM IPTG). The effect of the expression of the null fragment on PT7 activity is shown
as black circles. The activity of PT7 under the same conditions lacking the inducible null
fragment cassette is shown as white circles.
C. The null fragment is shown in competition with each of the four o- fragments. Data are
shown when the null fragment is uninduced (-, 0 pM IPTG) and induced (+, 1000 pM
IPTG).
D. Activation of the 3 core fragment through the expression of the a fragment.
E. The impact of expressing the a fragment from the PTac promoter is shown. The black
and white circles show induction in the presence and absence of the a fragment cassette,
respectively (from left to right: 0, 2, 4, 10, 16, 25, and 40 pM IPTG). The high level for
uninduced is due to leaky expression from PTac.
(Continued on next page.)
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Figure 2-5: (Continued)
F. The ability of a fragment : RFP fusions to complement the 3 core fragment (with the
T7 o- fragment) is shown. From left to right: (-), no inducible cassette; RFP, expression
of unmodified RFP; a, expression of free a fragment; RFP-a , expression of a C-terminal
fusion of a fragment to RFP; a-RFP, expression of an N-terminal fusion. Each system was
induced with 40 MM IPTG.
G. A genetic system is shown that uses a fragment expression from a constitutive promoter
to compensate for the effects of differences in copy number. A strong constitutive promoter
and RBS controlling a expression (red arrow) are selected at low copy (pSC1O1), while a
weaker promoter and RBS are used at high copy (pUC).
H. Data are shown for a pair of pSC1O1 and pUC plasmids carrying tuned a fragment
cassettes and a PT7 promoter driving GFP. # core indicates that the 3 core fragment and T7
- fragment are co-expressed. core indicates that the core fragment and T7 u- fragment are

co-expressed.
Data information: For all graphs, the mean is shown for three independent assays performed
on different days, with error bars showing standard deviation.
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A Backward insertion Truncation (0) XHIPHSKCESVSR

N-terminal - (+1) SYTSLKMRKRFTINAKTDPNCERSQFHTLYEPMINCQQLISEYLPEPL

(+2) XIYLTQNAKAFHDKCENGS

B Forward insertion Split protein

(+1) N-terminal NNN N12 345 TGA ATG A12 345 NNN NNN C-terminal
fragment WI WT WT - M X Dup WT WI fragment

Truncation,
possible C-terminal expression NNN 123 45T GAA TGA

(0) N-terminal (0) WT WT X E -

(+2) fragment (+2 NNN NN1 234 5TG AAT GAA TGA
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Figure 2-6: Outcomes of a splitposon library.
A. If the splitposon inserts in the reverse direction, only the N-terminal fragment of the
protein is expressed. Additionally a number of amino acids are fused to this fragment
depending on the frame of insertion (as judged by protein fragment at the 5 end of the
transposon). X indicates a variable residue that depends on the sequence of the insertion
site.

B. If the splitposon inserts in the forward direction, a split protein or truncation is expressed
depending on the frame of insertion. If the splitposon inserts in-frame (0), a split protein is
expressed with 3 AAs added to the C-terminal fragment. The DNA sequence and encoded
AAs directly flanking the splitposon are shown. For DNA (top row), Ns indicate bases in the
original coding sequence of the protein, 1-5 indicates the 5 bps of DNA duplicated during
MuA transposition, and other letters indicate the sequence of the splitposon. For AAs
(bottom row), WT indicates a residue in the split protein, X indicates a variable residue
(i.e. one coded for by bps both from the splitposon and original protein coding sequence),
Dup indicates a WT residue that is present in both the N and C-terminal fragments, and
other letters represent the appropriate AAs. If the splitposon inserts in the (+1) or (+2)
frames, the N-terminal fragment will be expressed with a few added AAs and the C-terminal
fragment may be expressed by an in-frame start codon. The residues added to the N-terminal
fragment are shown in the same manner as for the (0) frame.
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Figure 2-7: Vectors used for bisection mapping of T7 RNA polymerase.
A. The splitposon is carried in a high copy ColE1 plasmid with chloramphenicol resistance.
It is excised with BglII and purified from an agarose gel to produce the cleaved linear
transposon substrate for an in vitro transposition reaction.
B. The insertion plasmid carries the coding sequence for residues 41-876 of T7* RNAP
flanked by BsaI sites on a high copy ColE1 backbone with ampicillin resistance.
C. The expression plasmid contains an inducible PTac expression system and the coding
sequences for residues 1-40 and 877-883 of T7* RNAP. The PTac expression system and RBS
are identical to those in the splitposon.
D. An example of a clone in the final bisection library. In this case, the splitposon is inserted
in the forward direction into the T7* RNAP CDS. Plasmids pTHSSd_4-7, which were used
to re-verify the 601 split and test the effect of adding SynZIPs (Figure 2-2E) look identical
(plus the added SynZIPs). Both the expression plasmid and final library contain the pl5A*
origin and are spectinomycin resistant. Because of the splitposon, the final library is also
kanamycin resistant.
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Figure 2-8: Split seams mapped onto T7 RNAP structure.
The five seams identified in Figure 2-2B are shown on the T7 RNAP elongation structure
(PDB# = 1QLN) [195], visualized using UCSF Chimera [250]) using the same color scheme:
Purple = 67-74, Orange = 160-206, Blue = 301-302, Green = 564-607, Pink 763-770.
DNA and the nascent RNA strand are shown in black.

90* 90' 90'

Figure 2-9: Surface model of three-piece T7 RNAP.
A surface model of the T7 RNAP elongation structure (PDB# = 1QLN, visualized using
UCSF Chimera) is shown, with the a fragment colored blue, the /3 core fragment colored
grey, and the o- fragment colored red. The leftmost view shows transcription from left to
right, and each subsequent image is rotated 900 around the y axis. DNA and the nascent
RNA strand are shown in black.
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Figure 2-10: Detailed o fragment orthogonality results.
A. Each of the o- fragments and a negative control were induced with 10 pLM IPTG in the
presence of the core fragment and each of the four promoters. Grey bars represent promoter
activity with expressed a fragments, white bars indicate the promoter activity of negative
controls with no expressed o- fragment.
B. The fold induction of each o fragment in combination with each promoter is shown. Each
bar represents the mean value of three independent assays performed on different days, with
error bars showing standard deviation.
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Figure 2-11: The null fragment lacks o- fragment activity.
The null fragment is induced from PTac with 0 (-) or 1000 pM (+) IPTG in the presence of
the core fragment, a PCGG reporter and either the CGG -fragment (CGG) or no o- fragment
(-). The mean promoter activity from three independent assays is shown, with error bars
showing standard deviation.
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Figure 2-12: Activity of GFP :a fragment fusions.
The ability of a: GFP fusions to complement constitutively expressed 3 core fragment and

-T7 is shown by the activity of a PT7 promoter driving RFP. (-): no inducible cassette, GFP:
expression of unmodified GFP, a : expression of unmodified a fragment, GFP-a : expression
of an N-terminal fusion of GFP to the a fragment, a-GFP: expression of a C-terminal fusion
of sfGFP1 to the a fragment. Each system was induced with 40 pM IPTG. Bars show the
mean level of activity from three independent assays, and error bars show the standard
deviation.
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Figure 2-13: PTac activity measurements.
Measurements of GFP production by PTac were taken under different conditions to determine
relative expression levels in a number of assays.
A. PTac measurements for the assay in Figure 2-3B with plasmid pTHSSd 34. From left to
right, expression was induced with 0, 1, 2, 4, 6.3, 10, 16, 25, 40, 63, 100, and 1000 PM IPTG.
B. PTac measurements for the assay in Figures 2-4A-C with plasmid pTHSSd_51. From left
to right, expression was induced with 0, 2, 4, 6.3, 7.4, 8.6, 10, 13, 16, 20, 25, and 32 pM
IPTG.
C. PTac measurements for the assay in Figure 2-5B with plasmid pTHSSd_34. From left to
right, expression was induced with 0, 2, 4, 10, 16, 25, 40, and 1000 pIM IPTG.
D. PTac measurements for the assay in Figure 2-5E with plasmid pTHSSd_34. From left
to right, expression was induced with 0, 2, 4, 10, 16, 25, and 40 PM IPTG. For all graphs,
the mean is shown for three independent assays performed on different days, with error bars
showing standard deviation.
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Figure 2-14: Plasmids used for PTac activity measurements.
A. pTHSSd_34 was used to characterize PTac expression in Figures 2-3B, 2-5B, and 2-5E.
It expresses GFP under control of PTac, with RiboJ and a BBa B0032 RBS.
B. pTHSSd_50 was used to characterize PTac expression in the - fragment competition assay
(Figure 2-4). It expresses GFP under the control of PTac with RiboJ and a BBaB0034 RBS.
Additionally, RFP is expressed under the control of PTet, with RiboJ and a BBaB0034 RBS.
Both plasmids have a pl5A* origin with spectinomycin resistance.
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Figure 2-15: Growth impact of split polymerase systems.
The growth impact of the split polymerase expression systems from Figures 2-3B-C is shown.

The four orthogonal a fragments were expressed with IPTG (induction from left to right: 0,
10, 32, and 100 pM) in the presence of the core fragment (pTHSSd 38) with the appropriate

reporter plasmid and the OD600 after 6 hours of growth compared to a control strain carrying

plasmids that do not express the polymerase fragments or GFP (pTHSSd_36, pTHSSd_44,
pTHSSd_13).
A. T7 a fragment and reporter (pTHSSd_23 and pTHSSd_8).
B. T3 a fragment and reporter (pTHSSd__24 and pTHSSd_9).
C. K1FR a fragment and reporter (pTHSSd 25 and pTHSSd_10).
D. CGG a fragment and reporter (pTHSSd 26 and pTHSSd_11). For all graphs, the mean

is shown for three independent assays performed on different days, with error bars showing

standard deviation.
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Figure 2-16: Growth impact of o- fragment competition systems.
The growth impact of the competition systems from Figure 2-4 is shown. The T3 o- fragment
was expressed with IPTG (induction from left to right: 0, 10, 32, and 100 PM) in the presence
of the K1FR - fragment (pTHSSd _49) and high or low levels of the core fragment with
either the T3 or K1FR reporter plasmid and the OD600 after 6 hours of growth compared
to a control strain carrying plasmids that do not express the polymerase fragments or GFP
(pTHSSd_36, pTHSSd_44, pTHSSd_13).
A. Higher level of core fragment expression with the T3 reporter (pTHSSd_38, pTHSSd_9).
B. Higher level of core fragment expression with the K1FR reporter (pTHSSd_38,
pTHSSd_10).
C. Lower level of core fragment expression with the T3 reporter (pTHSSd_39, pTHSSd-9).
D. Lower level of core fragment expression with the KIFR reporter (pTHSSd_39,
pTHSSd_10). For all graphs, the mean is shown for three independent assays performed on
different days, with error bars showing standard deviation.
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Figure 2-17: Growth impact of highly expressed multiply split polymerase.
The growth impact of the three and four fragment polymerases from Figures 2-2D-E is shown

with a full-length polymerase control. The split or full T7* polymerases were expressed with

IPTG (induction from left to right: 0, 10, 32, and 100 pM) in the presence of a T7 reporter

plasmid (pTHSSd 8) and the OD600 after 6 hours of growth compared to a control strain

carrying plasmids that do not express the polymerase fragments or GFP (pTHSSd_35,
pTHSSd_13).
A. Three piece T7* RNA polymerase (pTHSSd_14).
B. Four piece T7* RNA polymerase (pTHSSd_18).
C. Full-length T7* RNA polymerase (pTHSSd 37). For all graphs, the mean is shown for
three independent assays performed on different days, with error bars showing standard

deviation.
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IPTG

Lad PTac T7* RNAP
RiboJ

B0034

pTHSSd_37 (p1 5A*, SpecR)

Figure 2-18: Plasmid used for full-length T7* RNAP toxicity measurement.
pTHSSd_37 was used to characterize the growth impact of expressing T7* RNAP from the
same expression system used to drive the thee-and four-piece polymerases. It contains the
full T7* RNAP CDS driven by a PTac expression system with RiboJ and the B0034 RBS.

PT7  GFP
RBSGFP

pTHSSd_8 (pSC1 01, AmpR)

Figure 2-19: Reporter plasmids.
The reporter constructs used in this work are based on plasmid pUA66 [244], which has
a pSC101 origin of replication. The GFPmut2 gene is replaced with sfGFP [247], and
the kanamycin resistance cassette is replaced with an ampicillin resistance cassette. Vari-
ants were created with the PT7, PT3, PK1F, and PCGG promoters driving expression of
GFP (pTHSSd_8-11). A strong RBS (RBSGFP: TGTCAATTTCCGCGATAGAGGAG-
GTAAAG) was generated using the RBS calculator and used to control translation of GFP.
For assaying GFP : a fragment fusions, a reporter variant was built with the PT7 mRFP1
expression cassette from NiF 489 (Temme2012) (pTHSSd 12). A negative control plasmid
lacking the GFP expression cassette was also generated (pTHSSd_13).
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IPTG

AI

Ladl Tac T7 P
RiboJI

B0032

pTHSSd_23 (p15A*, SpecR)

IPTG

Lad Tac 1:67 67:179 179:601-SZ SZ-601:883
RiboJ Stops Stops Stops

B0034 B0034 B0034 B0034

pTHSSd_18 (pl5A*, SpecR)

Figure 2-20: Inducible expression plasmids.
Plasmids for the inducible expression of genes from PTac are built from pSB3C5 [243], which

has a p15A origin. This origin appears to maintain at a higher copy number than stan-

dard, so we refer to it as pl5A*. The chloramphenicol resistance cassette is replaced with

a spectinomycin resistance cassette, and a modified section from pEXT20 [240] containing

a Lac expression cassette, a random spacer, and short PTac promoter is inserted into the

plasmid. The lacO binding site in PTac is mutated to be symmetric (AATTGTGAGCGCT-
CACAATT), and is followed by RiboJ [36]. (A) In most systems, only one coding se-
quence is expressed under the control of PTac and the B0032 RBS (BBaB0032) is used.

A number of proteins were expressed from plasmids similar to this, including c- fragments

(pTHSSd 23-26), the null fragment (pTHSSd 27), the a fragment (pTHSSd_29), and a:
FP fusions (pTHSSd 30-33). (B) To test T7* RNAP fragmented into three or four frag-
ments, vectors were constructed that express the fragments or a subset of them on one cistron

(pTHSSd 14-22). The B0034 RBS (BBa B0034) is used for each fragment, and a double
stop codon terminates each fragment coding sequence. Two negative control plasmids were

made that lack any inducible gene but contain Lac (pTHSSd_38, 39). pTHSSd_38 contains
the LacI cassette and PTac promoter system found in the splitposon and bisection library,
while pTHSSd_39 only contains the Lac expression cassette.
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J23105 core
RBShigh

pTHSSd_38 (BAC, KanR)

Figure 2-21: Core fragment expression plasmids.
The core and # core fragments are expressed from plasmids based on pBACr-Mgr940 [245]
(BBaJ61039), which carries kanamycin resistance and an F plasmid derived origin. The
constitutive PJ23105 promoter (BBa J23105) is used to drive expression of the core fragment,
core fragment variants, the full T7* RNAP, or # core fragment (pTHSSd_38-42), using dif-
ferent ribosome binding sites to control the strength of expression. The main RBSs used
were derived from a degenerate library based on B0032: RBShigh (TACTAGAGTCATT-
TATGAAAGTACTAG) is used for most constructs, RBSlow: (TACTAGAGTCAGCCAA-
GAAAGTACTAG) is used for the lower level of core fragment expression. A negative control
of this plasmid was constructed that lacks an RBS and coding sequence (pTHSSd_43).

ConO oT7
RiboJ

B0032

pTHSSd 44 (CoIE1, CamR)

Figure 2-22: Constitutive o, expression plasmids. For the null fragment and ai fragment
assays, a fragments were constitutively expressed from plasmids based on pSB1C3 [243],
which has a ColE1 origin and chloramphenicol resistance. A variant of the constitutive pro-
moter PJ23105 (Pcon,: TTGACAGCTAGCTCAGTCCTAGGCTATAGGCTAG), RiboJ, and
the B0032 RBS are used to drive expression of each of the four a fragments (pTHSSd-44-47).
A negative control was made that lacks any piece of the expression cassette (pTHSSd_48).

IPTG

a K1FR VTet TetR Ladl Tac T3 r
RiboJ RiboJ

B0034 B0034

pTHSSd_.49 (p1 5A*, SpecR)

Figure 2-23: a fragment competition plasmids. A variant of the T3 a fragment inducible
expression plasmid was built to test o- fragment competition. A modified PTet expression
system [70] is added behind the PTac expression system facing in the reverse direction. The
PTet promoter is followed by RiboJ and drives expression of the K1FR a fragment. Both aT3
and oK1FR use the B0034 RBS.
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A ATG start

a PJ23105
RiboJ

RBS-ahigh

pTHSSd_51

PT7 GFP
RBSGFP

(pSC101, AmpR) I a PJ23109 PT7 GFP
RiboJ RBSGFP

RBS_alow

pTHSSd_52 (pUC1 9, AmpR)

Figure 2-24: Reporter plasmids with a fragment compensation.
A. A constitutive a fragment expression cassette is added in the reverse direction to the

PT7 reporter plasmid before the PT7 promoter to make pTHSSd 51. This cassette drives
production of the a fragment with BBa J23105, RiboJ, and a RBS derived from B0032
(RBS-ahigh: TCAACCACGAAAGTACTAG).
B. pTHSSd__52 has the same two cassettes as pTHSSd__51, inserted into a pUC19 [242]
ampicillin resistant backbone. The a fragment cassette is changed to lower its expression
level: the promoter is switched to PJ23109 (BBaJ23109), a different RBS is used (RBS alow:
CTAGTACTTTCGTTCATGA), and the a fragment start codon is changed to a GTG from
ATG.
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2.9 Tables

Table 2.1: Statistics of T7 RNA polymerase bisection mapping.

Library Library variantsa Harvested coloniesb Library coveragec

Transposon Insertion 9026 7.8 x 105 87

Final 4564 6.0 x 105 132

a. The number of possible variants in the insertion and final split T7* RNAP libraries. Equal to 2x the size
of he insertion vector and 2x the size of the T7* RNAP 41-876 fragment, respectively.

b. The approximate number of colonies scraped and pooled for the two libraries.

c. The harvested clones divided by the number of variants in each library.
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Table 2.2: Improved activity clones from the KiF -fragment ePCR library.

Clone # Mutationsb

1 M151K Y247H

2 K122R M151K

3 E95G M151K

4 M151K

5 Q70R M151K

6 M151K

7 Q154R M151V H173Y

8 M151V H173R E256K

9 M151V H173R E256K

10 M151K Q187H

11 E53K M151K

12 Q70R M151R

13 M151R K227R

a. The clones are ordered from least to most active.
b. Residues are numbered by their position in the full-length T7 RNAP sequence.
c. Mutations affecting residue 750 (the residue mutated in KIFR) are shown in bold.
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Table 2.3: Improved activity clones from the N4 -fragment ePCR library.

Clone #a Mutationsb

1 H755R

2 H755R

3 H755R

4 H755R

5 H755R

6 H755R

7 H755R

8 H755R

9 H755R

10 V725A H772R

11 H755R

12 H755R

The clones are ordered from least to most active.
Residues are numbered by their position in the full-length T7 RNAP sequence.
Additional silent mutations were found in #1 and #4.
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Table 2.4: Comparison of null fragment variants.

Null variant Fold-repressiona

0-T7 A882-3 9

o- T Y639A 12

0-T7 H811A 11

0.CGG A882-3 14

0CGG Y639A 18

o.CGG H811A 16

o.T7WT A882-3 12

o.T7WT Y639A 13

.T0wT H811A 13

a. Fold repression was calculated as the activity of a PT7 promoter with constitutive oT7 expression and
no null fragment induction (0 pM IPTG) divided by the activity of the PT7 promoter with constitutive OT7

expression and high null fragment induction (1000 /M IPTG). Values are the mean fold repression from
three independent assays performed on different days.

Table 2.5: Modeling parameters.

Parameter RNAP model Resource allocator model

" 3 x 10-4s-1 3 x 10-4s-1

u(of f) 0MS- 1  0MS- 1

ui(on) 3 x 10-" M s- 1  6 x 10' M s 1

v - 3 x 10-11 M s 1

ka 4.5 x 105 M s-

kd 2 x 10-4s-1
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Table 2.6: New plasmids used in this work.

Name
pTHSSd_1
pTHSSd_2
pTHSSd_3
pTHSSd_4
pTHSSd_5
pTHSSd_6
pTHSSd_7
pTHSSd_8
pTHSSd_9
pTHSSd_10
pTHSSd_11
pTHSSd_12
pTHSSd_13
pTHSSd_14
pTHSSd_15
pTHSSd_16
pTHSSd_17
pTHSSd_18
pTHSSd_19
pTHSSd_20
pTHSSd_21
pTHSSd_22
pTHSSd_23
pTHSSd_24
pTHSSd_25
pTHSSd_26
pTHSSd_27
pTHSSd_28
pTHSSd_29
pTHSSd_30
pTHSSd_31
pTHSSd_32
pTHSSd_33
pTHSSd_34
pTHSSd_35
pTHSSd_36
pTHSSd_37
pTHSSd_38
pTHSSd_39
pTHSSd_40
pTHSSd_41
pTHSSd_42
pTHSSd_43
pTHSSd_44
pTHSSd_45
pTHSSd_46
pTHSSd_47
pTHSSd_48
pTHSSd_49
pTHSSd_50
pTHSSd_51
pTHSSd_52
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Origina
ColE1
ColEl
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
pl5A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
pl5A*
pl5A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
pl5A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
p15A*
BAC
BAC
BAC
BAC
BAC
BAC
ColEl
ColEl
ColE1
ColE1
ColEl
p15A*
p15A*
pSC101
pUC19

Markerb
K/C
A T7*
S T7
S/K
S/K
S/K
S/K
A
A
A
A
A
A
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
K
K
K
K
K
K
C
C
C
C
C
S
S
A
A

Description
Splitposon in KanR ColE1 backbone
RNAP 41-876 transposition target
RNAP size-selection & expression vector
PTac expression of T7 RNAP* split at 601
PTac expression of T7 RNAP* split at 601 with SZ17
PTac expression of T7 RNAP* split at 601 with SZ18
PTac expression of T7 RNAP* split at 601 with SynZIPS

PT7 sfGFP reporter
PT3 sfGFP reporter
PK1F sfGFP reporter
PCGG sfGFP reporter

PT7 mRFP reporter
reporter negative control
Triple split (67, 601-SZ)
Triple split no fragment 1:67
Triple split no fragment 67:601
Triple split no fragment 601:883
Quad split (61, 179, 601-SZ)
Quad split no fragment 1:67
Quad split no fragment 67:179
Quad split no fragment 179:601
Quad split no fragment 601:883
PTac T7 o fragment expression
PTac T3 o fragment expression
PTac K1FR a fragment expression
PTac CGG o, fragment expression
PTac CGGY639A null fragment expression
PTac RFP expression
PTac a fragment expression
PTac GFP-a expression
PTac a-GFP expression
PTac RFP-a expression
PTac a-mRFP1 expression
PTac GFP expression
inducible expression negative control v1
inducible expression negative control v2
Inducible full length T7* RNAP control
High core fragment expression
Low core fragment expression
High core fragment expression without SynZIP
High full length T7 RNAP* expression
3 core fragment expression
core fragment expression negative control
constitutive expression of T7 o, fragment
constitutive expression of T3 o- fragment
constitutive expression of K1FR o, fragment
constitutive expression of CGG a fragment
constitutive expression negative control
PTac T3 or fragment, PTet KIFR a fragment expression
PTac GFP, PTet RFP expression
pSC101 a fragment compensated reporter
pUC19 a fragment compensated reporter



a. ColEl: derived from pSB1C3, pl5A*: derived from pSB3C5, appears to maintain at a higher copy

number than p15A, pSC1O1: derived from pUA66, BAC: derived from pBACr-Mgr940, pUC19: derived

from a pUC19 vector.

b. A: ampicillin, K: kanamycin, C: chloramphenicol, S: spectinomycin.
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Chapter 3

Constant gene expression at any copy

number using feedforward stabilized

promoters

3.1 Abstract

The internal environment of growing cells is variable and dynamic, making it difficult to

introduce reliable parts, such as promoters, for genetic engineering. Precision measurements

under one set of conditions are unreliable because part performance breaks down in different

genetic backgrounds and growth conditions. Here, we apply concepts from control theory

to design promoters that maintain constant levels of expression, whether they are carried

at single copy in the genome or on high-copy plasmids. A surprising prediction is that

independence to copy number can be achieved with an incoherent feedforward loop (iFFL)

if the negative regulation is perfectly non-cooperative (i.e., repression with Hill coefficient

n = 1). To achieve this, iFFLs are implemented in Escherichia coli using Transcription

Activator Like Effectors (TALEs). The resulting stabilized promoters generate near-identical

expression across different genome locations and plasmid backbones (pSC1O1, pl5a, ColEl,

pUC). They also provide robustness to strain mutations and growth media. Further, their

strength is tunable and can be used to maintain constant ratios between proteins.
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3.2 Introduction

DNA copy number is a major source of uncertainty when designing genetic systems [251].

While often treated as a constant, the copy number of plasmids can vary widely. Within a

clonal population, plasmid copy number varies over time and between cells due to stochastic

fluctuatiuons [252, 253]. Many changes to the cell or environment can alter plasmid copy

number, including host strain [254-257], media [257-261], temperature [262], and growth

rate [263]. Changing the size of a plasmid or genes transcribed also can impact its copy

number [264,265]. Even inserting a system into the genome does not protect it from copy

number effects. Fast-dividing bacteria initiate genome replication more than once per cell

division and contain partially replicated genomes, leading to an enrichment of genes closer

to the origin of replication [266]. Due to this, the average copy number of different locations

on the genome can span up to 8-fold, depending on the rate of cell division [267,268]. There-

fore, stabilizing a genetic system with respect to copy number is hypothesized to improve

robustness and enable it to be modified or transferred between genetic locations and strains

with less chance of disruption.

The total level of gene expression produced by constitutive promoters closely reflects

the copy number at which they are present in the cell [269]. Minimal constitutive bacte-

rial promoters consist of DNA sequences recognized by the factor of the RNA polymerase

holoenzyme complex and a downstream transcriptional start site (Figure 3-la). The perfor-

mance of minimal promoters can be altered by changing the surrounding genetic sequence,

so they are often flanked by insulators [36,150,270,271] (Figure 3-la).

Stabilized promoters incorporate additional elements that decouple gene expression from

copy number. Stabilizing a promoter requires the introduction of regulation that detects

changes in copy number and compensates the promoter activity accordingly. This could

be achieved by autoregulatory feedback, integral feedback, or incoherent feedforward loops

[272-274]. In comparing approaches, one has to consider design feasibility and the ability to

achieve perfect adaptation (convergence to a constant level of expression regardless of copy

number). While autoregulation is straightforward to implement [272], it cannot achieve per-

fect adaptation without infinitely cooperative repression (See 3.6.2) and it has the potential
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to cause oscillations [275]. In contrast, integral feedback can achieve perfect adaptation but

is complicated to implement [276].

3.3 Results

We chose to implement an iFFL because it is both simple and predicted to achieve perfect

adaptation. Feedforward loops are commonly found in natural transcription networks [277,

278], and have been shown to compensate for differences in chromosomal copy number in

yeast [274]. An iFFL has been used for a similar purpose in mammalian cells, where it was

shown to partially decouple gene expression from the amount of DNA transfected [204]. A

feedforward loop is labeled incoherent when an input signal is split and both positively and

negatively controls the output [278]. In this case the input signal is copy number, which

is expected to affect gene expression from all promoters in a construct equally. Our design

centers on a stabilized promoter, the core of which is the same as the insulated promoter

in Figure 3-1a. On its own, this promoter is positively correlated with copy number, which

functions as the input signal. Negative regulation is introduced by making the promoter

responsive to a protein repressor, which itself is controlled by an insulated promoter (Figure

3-1b). Thus, increased copy number leads to increased repressor expression, which interacts

with the stabilized promoter to cancel out the change in expression caused by copy number.

The promoter output y can be modeled at steady-state using a simplified power law for

the repressor transfer function (Figure 3-1c),

y = c/x" (3.1)

where c is the copy number, x is the concentration of repressor, and n is the cooperativity

of repression. Because repressor expression is controlled with an unregulated promoter, x

scales with the copy number and

y = c1--) (3.2)

Hence, when n = 1 (repression is non-cooperative), the output promoter activity is pre-

dicted to be independent of copy number (Figure 3-1d). Transcriptional repression generally
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follows the Hill equation, which can approach this ideal power law transfer function as the

repressor concentration or binding affinity increases (See 3.6.1). However, there is a tradeoff

between output strength and adaptation. Increasing expression of the repressor lowers the

stabilization error (the relative change in gene expression as copy number is increased) but

also decreases the absolute output strength (Figure 3-le). The key parameter is the expres-

sion level of the repressor at the lowest copy number; expression must be sufficient to ensure

good adaptation but not so high as to render the output too weak to be useful.

We chose to build stabilized promoters using TALE proteins because they can be pro-

grammed to tightly bind arbitrary DNA sequences [97,98] and have been previously shown

to achieve greater than 100-fold repression in E. coli [103,279]. Importantly, they bind as

monomers to a single operator, which supports their use to achieve non-cooperative repres-

sion. To identify the optimal site for the operator, a TALE from the literature [280] was

used and the location and orientation of the operator was varied in the backbone of the very

strong constitutive promoter PT7A1 [31] (Figures 3-1f, 3-4, and 3-5). Then, the SIFTED

suite [281] was used to design TALEs that bind 18 bp operators and are predicted to not

bind to the E. coli genome. The TALE genes were recoded to avoid predicted evolutionary

instability [282] (Figure 3-6). Two TALE-promoter pairs (TALEspi and TALEsp2) were

identified that are orthogonal to each other and generate at least ~90 and ~230-fold repres-

sion respectively (Figures 3-1g, and 3-8). Importantly, the response functions approach the

power-law approximation of Equation 3.1 at higher repressor expression levels, with n = 0.95

+ 0.04 and 1.01 0.02 (mean of three replicates S.D.), respectively.

We characterized the effect of copy number on an insulated promoter by moving it onto

a set of variant pSC101 backbones that are maintained at a range of copy numbers [283]

(Figure 3-9). These plasmids are nearly identical, but contain up to four mutations in the

repA gene of the pSC101 origin that alter copy number regulation. In exponential growth,

the copy number of these plasmid backbones spanned a range from 3 to 100 copies per

cell and expression from the insulated promoter varied by 20-fold when carried on these

backbones (Figure 3-2a, black points).

We built a stabilized promoter using TALEspl and characterized it with the pSC101

backbones (Figure 3-2a, blue points). The promoter and RBS controlling TALE expression
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were chosen to express a level of repressor sufficient for good adaptation at copy numbers

matching pSC101 (-3/cell) or higher while maintaining high output expression (Figure 3-10).

This stabilized promoter successfully buffered against most of the effects of copy number,

showing near identical expression levels. Remarkably, the population distributions measured

by cytometry nearly collapsed onto a single distribution (Figure 3-2a, inset).

The stabilized promoter was then tested across different plasmid backbones. Five com-

monly used origins of replication were chosen: incW, pSC101, p15A, ColEl, and pUC. Like

the pSC101 set, they vary widely in copy number (from ~2 to 38 copies/cell in exponential

growth, Figure 3-11), but they also vary in size, genes expressed, and possibly cellular lo-

calization [284,285]. When the insulated promoter was used on each backbone, expression

varied 16-fold (Figure 3-2b). In contrast, the stabilized promoter was able to eliminate most

of the variability.

Stabilized promoters have to be tunable so that the output level can be set depending

on the optimal expression level required for a gene. Additionally, it is undesirable that the

promoter controlling each gene in a genetic system has its own corresponding TALE, because

this increases the constructs DNA size and number of characterized repressors required.

Thus, we built a series of stabilized promoters that generate varied expression levels, all of

which are controlled by the same TALE (Figure 3-2c). We made mutations to the UP element

and -10 box of the TALEspl output promoter (Puppi) to generate four variant promoters

with a range of strengths (Figure 3-12). The promoters were combined with the TALEspi

expression cassette to create a set of four variant stabilized promoters with different output

levels. All promoters are able to maintain consistent expression levels across a wide range of

copy numbers.

With these promoters, one TALE can be used to stabilize multiple operons at different

ratios, a feat required for the stabilization of more complex genetic systems, such as metabolic

pathways and molecular machines [19,69]. The Pupsp1 and PDNsp1 output promoters were

used with the TALEspi expression cassette in a single cell to maintain GFP and RFP at high

and low levels, respectively (Figure 3-2d). This multi operon stabilized system maintained

a nearly constant ratio of gene expression across the pSC101 plasmid set.

In order to use stabilized promoters at lower copy numbers than pSC101, we built a second
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stabilized promoter with the TALEsp2 repressor. For this promoter, TALE expression was

increased so that good stabilization can be achieved at copy numbers below pSC101 (Figure

3-10). The higher level of TALE expression leads to a lower level of expression from the

stabilized promoter.

The TALEsp2 stabilized promoter was tested in the genome for its ability to buffer

against copy number differences caused by rapid cell division. The promoter-reporter fu-

sions were flanked by insulators and inserted randomLy in the genome using a Tn5 trans-

poson system [286] (Methods). Single insertion events were isolated, and the insertion sites

determined using arbitrary PCR. This yielded strains with 35 insertions of the stabilized

promoter distributed across the genome. This process was repeated with the unstabilized

insulated promoter to create 35 additional strains with distributed insertions. As expected,

the unstabilized promoter showed a clear trend of maximal expression near the origin (Fig-

ures 3-2e and 3-13). In contrast, the stabilized library showed almost no position-dependent

differences in gene expression. Further, the levels of expression from the stabilized promoter

match that obtained when the promoters are carried on plasmids. This demonstrates that

a stabilized promoter can allow a system to be moved from plasmids to arbitrary locations

in the genome without impacting the level of expression.

The stabilized promoters are designed to primarily buffer against changes in DNA copy

number. However, a number of perturbations can impact gene expression through DNA

copy number as an intermediate. It is expected that stabilized promoters would additionally

buffer genetic systems against these changes. For example, mutations to the host genome

can impact plasmid replication systems [254-257]. In previous work, we serendipitously

observed this effect when a host strain dealt with a toxic genetic circuit carried on a plasmid

by making a genomic mutation that reduced the copy number [287]. This occurred due to a

mutation to pcnB, which codes for a poly(A) polymerase that has been shown to affect global

RNA stability [288] and as a result affects the copy number of plasmids that rely on RNA

regulation [254] (e.g., p15A, ColE1, and pUC). We sequenced and maintained this strain and

tested here whether the stabilized promoter could ameliorate the impact of this mutation.

Indeed, the stabilized promoter was able to achieve similar levels of expression across both

strains for all the plasmid backbones (Figure 3-3a). This will lead to improved evolutionary
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robustness as the use of a stabilized promoter eliminates some mutational paths that could

disrupt function. This is analogous to increasing the stability of a genetic construct by

eliminating repeats that provoke homologous recombination or removing transposons from

a strain [289,290].

Changes in media and growth conditions can also change copy number and commonly

break genetic circuits and metabolic pathways [7, 291]. We tested whether a stabilized

promoter could reduce the variation in gene expression caused by different growth media

(Figure 3-3b). Four variants of M9 media were made with different carbon sources (glucose

or glycerol) and amino acids (casamino acids or leucine) (Methods). These compositions

lead to large differences in the growth rate, with average doubling times between 40 and 140

minutes. Further, media composition is known to impact plasmid copy number differentially

depending on the origin of replication [262]. When the unstabilized promoter is compared

amongst all media conditions and origins, there is a 90-fold spread in expression levels. The

TALEspi stabilized promoter eliminates most of this effect.

3.4 Discussion

This work started with a simple question. Could we design a promoter that produces that

same protein concentration no matter where it is placed? Applying principles from control

theory, we were able to design a new class of stabilized promoter that maintains the same

level of gene expression irrespective of the plasmid backbone or location in the genome.

This is achieved by harnessing the feedforward loop, a common motif in natural regulatory

networks that have been implicated in broad functions, including maintaining homeostasis

between proteins, implementing dynamic ordering, and producing a pulse of gene expression

[143, 278, 292-295]. While the stabilized promoter was designed to buffer gene expression

against the effects of changing DNA copy number, our results demonstrate a wider robustness

to genome mutations and media. Collectively, robustness to these conditions eliminates much

of the context dependence that plagues precision genetic engineering.
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3.5 Methods

3.5.1 Strains and Media

Escherichia coli DH10B (taxid: 316385) was used for all routine cloning and characterization.

LB-Miller media (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ - USA) was used for strain propagation and all

cytometry assays. SOC media [SOB media (Teknova, Hollister, CA - USA) plus 20 mM

Glucose] was used for transformation recovery. The Mix & Go E. coli Transformation Kit

(Zymo Research, Irvine, CA - USA) was used to prepare competent cells, with SOB used

for the outgrowth step. M9 minimal media [1xM9 salts (Teknova, Hollister, CA - USA), 2

mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM CaCl2] supplemented with a carbon source and amino acids was used

for the plate reader assays. E. coli S17-1 pir (Biomedal, Seville - Spain) was used for Tn5

transpositions. E. coli DH10B broken colony 6A [287] was used when testing host context.

3.5.2 Plasmids and Genetic Parts

lasmids were initially derived from pSB1A3 [243], pSB3C5 [243], or pUA66 [244]. pSC101 ori-

gins were derived from pUA66 and pCL1921 [296], p15A origins were derived from pSB3C5,

ColEl and pUC origins were derived from pSB1A3, incW origins were derived from Nif_249

[88]. Origins were sequenced, corrected for errors, and problematic restriction sites removed.

pSC101 variant origins were derived from the pCL1921 origin through targeted mutations and

error prone PCR. Resistance cassettes were derived from pSB1A3 and pSB1C3, with the re-

sistance gene swapped to streptomycin adenyltransferase where necessary. Promoters PJ23101

(parts.igem.org: BBaJ23101), PJ2 31 05 (BBaJ23105), PT7A1 [31], PTacSymo (PTac [240] mod-

ified to have a symmetric lacO site), and modified forms of PT7A1 were used for gene expres-

sion. Ribozymes RiboJ [36] and SarJ [36] were used to insulate transcripts from promoters.

B0032 (BBaB0032), B0034 (BBaB0034) or RBSs created through degenerate PCRs were

used to drive protein translation. Terminators B0062 (BBaB0062), B0015 (BBaB0015),

L3S2P1 [150], and ECK120029600 [150] were used to stop transcription. Gene expression

was measured by expressing sfGFP [247] (GFP) or mRFP [246] (RFP). TALEs were based

on TALE1 [280] truncated to residues 153-840 and modified to remove predicted evolution-
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arily unstable regions in the N-terminal sequence. New TALE DNA binding repeats were

built using the Platinum Gate TALE assembly kit [297], and synthesized by Gen9 after

codon shuffling to reduce evolutionary instability. Plasmid pBAMD1-4 [286] was modified

and used for genomic integration. A Lac expression cassette from pEXT20 [240] modified to

have extra insulation and a symmetric lac operator was used for inducible gene expression.

See Figures 3-9, 3-11, and 3-14 to 3-16 for construct and plasmid schematics, and Tables 3.1

and 3.2 for a list of all plasmids used in this work. Selected plasmids will be made available

on Addgene (https://www.addgene.org/Christopher-Voigt/).

3.5.3 Cytometry Assays

All measurements shown except for when media is varied were taken by cytometry of cells in

exponential growth as follows. Glycerol stocks of strains containing the plasmids of interest

were streaked on LB + 2% Agar (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ USA) plates and grown overnight

at 37'C. Plates were stored at 40 C after growth. Single colonies were inoculated into 0.5 mL

LB with antibiotics in 2-mL 96-deepwell plates (USA Scientific, Orlando, FL - USA) sealed

with an AeraSeal film (Excel Scientific, Victorville, CA - USA) and grown at 37 C, 900 rpm

overnight in a deepwell shaker. The overnight growths were diluted 1:225 into 150 uL LB

with antibiotics in 300-ttL 96-well V-bottom plates (Thermo Scientific Nunc, Waltham, MA

- USA) sealed with an AeraSeal film and grown at 370 C, 1000 rpm. After 2 h the growths

were diluted 1:900 into 150 pL LB with antibiotics plus inducer where necessary in 300-PL

96-well V-bottom plates, sealed with an AeraSeal film, and grown at 370 C, 1000 rpm for 6

h. 20 uL of each sample was removed and diluted in 180 pL PBS + 2 mg/mL kanamycin

to halt protein production. Cells diluted in PBS were either characterized immediately with

flow cytometry or stored at 40 C until characterization.

3.5.4 Cytometry Analysis

Fluorescence characterization with cytometry was performed on a BD LSR Fortessa flow

cytometer with HTS attachment (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ USA). Cells diluted in PBS +

kanamycin were run at a rate of 0.5 pL/s. The events were gated by forward scatter height
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and side scatter height to reduce false events. Gating was determined by eye and was kept

constant for all analyses within each triplicate experiment. After gating, thousands of events

were used for analysis. For each sample, the median GFP (and RFP, where needed) fluores-

cence was calculated. The median fluorescence of a sample with E. coli DH10B carrying no

fluorescent protein was subtracted from these values to correct for background fluorescence.

3.5.5 qPCR measurements

Copy number was measured with qPCR using the same growth protocol as used for cytom-

etry. After the 6hr growth, 10pL of each sample was boiled for 10:00 to lyse cells, spun

down, and 2pL of the lysate used in qPCR reactions. Primers [2981 that amplify a region of

the AmpR cassette on the plasmid backbones and the dxs gene on the genome were used to

quantify plasmid copy number relative to the genome. qPCR was run in a LightCycler 96

(Roche Diagnostics Corporation, Indianapolis, IN - USA) using SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix

with Low ROX (BioRad, Hercules, CA USA) in a 10pL reaction volume with the protocol:

[98C-3:00, (98C-0:10, 60C-0:10, 72C-0:10)x40]. The relative plasmid copy number was cal-

culated using the AACt formula with a plasmid containing one copy of the AmpR cassette

and dxs gene as the calibrator and assuming an efficiency of 100%.

3.5.6 Plate Reader Assays

The assays involving growth in different media were performed as follows. Overnights of

strains containing the plasmids of interest were grown from colonies in the same manner

as for the cytometry assays. The overnight growths were diluted 1:225 into 150 pL M9

minimal media plus supplements (0.4% Glucose + 0.2% casamino acids / 0.4% Glycerol +

0.2% casamino acids / 0.4% Glucose + 0.5 mM leucine / 0.4% Glycerol + 0.5 mM leucine)

with antibiotics in 300-puL 96-well V-bottom plates sealed with an AeraSeal film and grown

at 370 C, 1000 rpm. After 2 h the growths were diluted 1:900 (media containing casamino

acids) or 1:100 (media containing Leucine) into 150 pL of the same media used previously in

300-pL 96-well black walled optical bottom plates (Thermo Scientific Nunc, Waltham, MA

USA) sealed with a BreathEasy film (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO USA), and grown in
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a Synergy HI plate reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT USA) at 37'C, 1000 rpm. OD600 and

GFP fluorescence were measured every 20 minutes over 18 h of growth.

3.5.7 Plate Reader Analysis

OD600 and fluorescence reading were also taken from wells containing media with no cells,

and the first 5 readings from four such wells were averaged and subtracted from the appropri-

ate sample measurements to remove background. Data points that were followed by a large

drop in OD600 (>=10%) were removed to eliminate erroneous measurements with inflated

OD readings. OD600 values were converted to equivalent lem path length measurements.

To calculate doubling times, the last measurement with OD600 < 0.04 and the first mea-

surement with OD600 > 0.16 were identified, and the doubling time was calculated assuming

exponential growth between those two points. To calculate the GFP expression of each sam-

ple in exponential growth, the two closest measurements above and below OD600=0.1 were

identified for each sample and their average fluorescence value was calculated.

3.5.8 Tn5 Transposition

E. coli S17-1 Apir containing Tn5 transposition vectors (pTHSSe_52 or pTHSSe 53) and

DH10B cells containing an empty AmpR vector (pTHSSe 54) were inoculated into LB-

Miller with antibiotics and grown at 370 C, 250 rpm overnight. The overnights were diluted

1:100 into LB with antibiotics and grown at 37'C, until at approximately 0.3-0.4 OD600.

An aliquot containing an equivalent number of cells to 100 pL at OD600=1.0 of each of the

transposition vector growths and the same number of aliquots of empty vector cells were

spun down at 13,000 rpm for 1:00, resuspended with 1mL LB, and spun down again. Each

transposition vector aliquot was resuspended in 20 pL LB and mixed with an aliquot of the

empty vector cells. These mixes were spotted onto a LB plate without anibiotics and grown

at 37'C for approximately 4h. After growth, the spots were scraped, resuspended in 1 mL

LB, plated on LB agar plates with Ampicillin and Spectinomycin, and grown overnight at

370C.
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3.5.9 Arbitrary PCR Sequencing

Arbitrary PCR following Das et. al. [299] was used to locate the position of genomic in-

tegrations. Briefly, cells containing integrations were boiled, spun down, and 1pL of cell

lysate was used as the template in a PCR reaction. A section of genome before or after

the transposition was amplified using Phusion polymerase in HF buffer (Thermo Scientific,

Waltham, MA - USA): [98C-0:30, (98C-0:10, 30C-0:30, 72C-1:30)x6, (98C-0:10, 45C-0:30,

72C-1:30)x3O, 72C-5:00]. 1IL of these reactions were used as templates for secondary am-

plifications: [98C-0:30, (98C-0:10, 60C-0:30, 72C-1:30)x28, 72C-5:00]. These reactions were

sequenced to determine the genomic insertion location.

3.5.10 Error-prone PCR

Error-prone PCR was used to introduce copy number-altering mutations into the repA gene

of the pSC101 origin. GoTaq Polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI USA) was used in its

standard buffer with MgCl 2 added to a final concentration of 11.5 mM Mg2+ and 31 amplifi-

cation cycles were run. The resulting products were cloned into fresh plasmid backbones and

assayed for the desired GFP production. Promising clones were fully sequenced to identify

the mutations and ensure that mutations were only found in the plasmid origin.
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3.6 Modeling

3.6.1 Mathematical model of iFFL stabilized promoter

0 R 000 -0
d OR d d 00 do

MR M O
M 0

SR 0max dRI Omint

r >mT r> kB

PO k R BO

The iFFL regulatory system can be modeled with the following set of reactions:

- MR

MR 0

MR - MR + R

R 0

Po -4 Po + Mo

BO -4 Bo + Mo

nR + Po - Bo

BO - nR + Po

BO -4 Po + (n -

MO -4 0

MO -+ Mo + 0

0 - 0

Po + BO = c

1)R

cpR

dMR

tR

dR

Pomax

,POmin

kB

kR

dR

dm,

to

do

Production of the mRNA for the repressor

Degradation of the mRNA for the repressor

Translation of the repressor

Degradation of repressor

Production of output mRNA from an unrepressed promoter

Leak of output mRNA from a repressed promoter

Binding of the repressor to the output promoter

unbinding of the repressor from the output promoter

Degradation of the repressor bound to the promoter

Degradation of the mRNA for the output protein

Translation of the output protein

Degradation of output protein

Conservation of promoters

Where:

" MR, Mo are the mRNAs coding for the repressor and output proteins,

" R, 0 are the the repressor and output proteins,

" PO is the promoter driving production of the output,

" Bo is the output promoter bound to the repressor protein,
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* PR is the strength of the promoter driving the repressor,

* dm,, dm, are the degradation rates of the repressor and output mRNAs,

* tR, to represent the strength of the RBSs driving the repressor and output,

* Pomax represents the strength of the unrepressed output promoter,

* Pomin represents leaky production from the repressed output promoter,

" kB is the rate of binding of the repressor to the output promoter,

* kR is the rate of unbinding of the repressor from the output promoter,

* n is the cooperativity of repressor binding,

" c is the copy number of the system

Combining these reactions into a system of equations yields

NMR = CPR - dMRMR (3.3)

R= tRMR - dRR - nkBRPo + nkRBO + (n - 1)dRBo (3.4)

Po = kRBO - kBRnPo + dRBO (3.5)

So = kBR"Po - kRBo - dRBo (3.6)

N O = Pomax Po + POmin Bo - dMo Mo (3.7)

= toMo - doO (3.8)

c=zPo+Bo . (3.9)

In order to model the performance of the iFFL system, we make a number of assumptions. First, we assume

that the amount of the repressor protein present greatly outnumbers the amount of the output promoter,

such that the promoter does not titrate away a significant amount of the free repressor. That is,

R > (Po + Bo) (3.10)

and therefore,

R~R+Bo . (3.11)

This assumption is reasonable because the concentration of the genome or plasmids (and therefore promoters)

in the cell should be relatively small: on the order of 1 - 100nM. Next, we assume that the repressor binding

and unbinding from the promoter occurs more rapidly than protein production and degradation, and therefore

exists at a quasi-steady-state.
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With these assumptions, Equation 3.4 can be simplified and combined with Equations 3.5-3.7 and 3.9,

resulting in

R = tRMR - dRR

M~o = C (Pomin + (POmax -POmin) [K 1 ' R]) dmo Mo

where

K = kR/kB

Using equations 3.3, 3.8, 3.12, and 3.13, we can solve for the steady state, yielding

MR - [ PR]
.dMR .

R tRMR [ tRPR
dR _dRLmRI

Mo - (Pcmm + (Pomax -Pomin)Kd"
dm(., "" Kn + Rn

c Pomn + (POmax - POmint)K
dm, m K + ,IP n

(P~ d (dRdMR -

0 toM0  cto Pomin +do dodm- (

)
(Pomax -POmin)K1

K" + *tP )n- d dRdulR)

This set of equations represents the full model of the iFFL system when repression is modeled as a Hill

function.

To further simplify the model, the Hill function is reduced to a power law. This simplification can occur

when there is an excess of the repressor present

(3.19)

such that

Rn + Kd ~ R(0

and the output of the repressible promoter has a negligible amount of leak when fully saturated by the

repressor, ie.

(3.21)Pomin ~ 0 .
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Note that this second assumption can also be satisfied if a defined range of copy numbers is being considered,

and the promoter leak is minimal compared to the output of the partially-repressed promoter at those copy

numbers, that is:

POmin < POmax K + 1 , (3.22)

for the maximum amount of repressor present at the considered copy numbers.

In this case, equation 3.13 can be further simplified to

Mo = c [ -- dMo Mo , (3.23)

where

Po = PomaxKdP (3.24)

Equations 3.17 and 3.18 can be simplified to

Mo = CPO ( cpo dRdMR ) n (3.25)
RndMO dMO CtR/

toM o _ / topo dd___
= do do(d R ) (3.26)

Finally, rearranging Equation 3.26 gives

O = { cpotodndnoR MR) (3.27)
\c / ( PR ntn do dmo

Hence, when the only variable in the system is copy number (assuming all other parameters are constant),

Oo oc c . (3.28)

Therefore, when repression is completely noncooperative (that is, n = 1), the concentration of the output

protein will be entirely decoupled from the copy number of the iFFL. This simplified power law model for

repression and the iFFL is shown in Figures lc-d.

However, since the assumptions required for the power law model cannot be strictly met in a biological

system, the actual function of an iFFL stabilized promoter will deviate the ideal case of noncooperative

power law repression.

To model this deviation, we use a noncooperative simplified version of the Hill function model, assuming

that n = 1 and there is no leaky expression from repressed promoters (Pomax > Pomin). These conditions

can be nearly obtained in biological systems since nooncooperative repressors should have n = 1, and there
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are repression systems that can achieve (oma) > 103. With these assumptions, Equation 3.18 can be

simplified to

0 tOPOmax c tOPOmax c . (3.29)
dodm, 1 1+% dodmo 1+ tRPR) ( Cd ) 1+CL dRdMR Kdj

For clarity we will use the parameters:

= tOPOmax (3.30)
dod m,

/3= tR a .(3.31)
dRdMRKd

a encompasses the constants relating to transcription, translation, and degradation of the output mRNA

and protein. It scales the steady state expression of the output. 3 encompasses the constants relating to

transcription, translation, and degradation of the repressor mRNA and protein, scaled by the Kd of the

repressor binding to the output promoter. It scales the concentration of the repressor relative to its Kd.

We can now calculate the relative change in output expression as copy number changes. Since 0 -+ 0

as c -+ 0, it is necessary to pick a minimum copy number at which the stabilized promoter can be used.

The ability of a stabilized promoter to cancel changes in copy number can be measured as how the output

changes as copy number is increased from the minimum chosen value. Specifically, the stabilization error E

is calculated as the relative increase in output expression as the copy number increases from cmin to cG,

limco, 0(a, 0 ) limc-+ o a1+j3c _ +1:c32 1
E = 1 = ' ' - I = ' a -==cmin (3.32)

Oc=cmi) (a, () ac)in ) acmin #cmin
(1+Ocmin +ci

Hence, stabilization of output expression improves as /cmin, and therefore the concentration of the repressor

relative to its Kd at the lowest copy number increases. However, there is a trade off as increasing the amount

of repressor expression will decrease output strength. This can be analyzed by calculating the output strength

at the lowest copy number relative to an unrepressed promoter at the lowest copy number S,

aCmin

S = Oc=cmin (a 3) I +cmi_ _ 1 . (3.33)
OC=cmi. (a, 0) acmin 1 + /cmin

Hence, the amount of repressor produced at the lowest copy number relative to its Kd mediates both the

output strength and stabilization quality of an iFFL stabilized promoter. Increasing this parameter, either

by increasing the amount of repressor produced (for example, by increasing its transcription or translation) or
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by decreasing Kd, will lead to a weaker stabilized promoter that stabilizes output expression more effectively

and can function at lower copy numbers.

This tradeoff is shown in Figure le. Specifically, the relationship between S and E is shown,

1 _ 1 E 34
S = = I E (3.34)

1 + #3Cmin I + (1) E +
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3.6.2 Comparison to feedback stabilization

0

dRI PRmin T

BR kR

0 R El 00 ->0
d Ul dR d C doMR RO1R RRMO 0 

to

MR 7o 0
PORtx 0  dR POmint

P k BTPRP0 kR 0

A feedback regulatory system where one promoter drives repressor production and one drives the output(s)

can be modeled with the following set of reactions. Note that it is assumed that the repressor interacts with

both promoters identically, though the promoters may have different strengths.

PR + MR

BR + MR

BR

nR + PR

PR + (n - 1)R

0

MR + R

0

Po + Mo

Bo + MO

Bo

nR + Po

Po + (n - 1)R

0

MO + 0

0

PRmax

PRmin

kB

kR

dR

dMR

tR

dR

POmax

,POmin

kB

kR

dR

dMO

to

,do

Production of repressor mRNA from an unrepressed promoter

Leak of repressor mRNA from a repressed promoter

Binding of the repressor to the repressor promoter

unbinding of the repressor from the repressor promoter

Degradation of the repressor bound to the promoter

Degradation of the mRNA for the repressor

Translation of the repressor

Degradation of repressor

Production of output(s) mRNA from an unrepressed promoter

Leak of output(s) mRNA from a repressed promoter

Binding of the repressor to the output promoter

unbinding of the repressor from the output promoter

Degradation of the repressor bound to the promoter

Degradation of the mRNA for the output(s)

Translation of the output(s)

Degradation of output(s)

Conservation of repressor promoters

Conservation of output promoters

Where:
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BR -+
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MR
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Bo ->

nR + Po -+

B o -*

Bo -4

MO -*

Mo -4

0 -

and:

PR

PO
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+ Bo = c



* MR, Mo are the mRNAs coding for the repressor and output proteins,

" R, 0 are the the repressor and output proteins,

* PR, Po are the promoters driving production of the repressor and output,

" BR, Bo are the repressor or output promoter bound to the repressor protein,

" dMR, dMO are the degradation rates of the repressor and output mRNAs,

* tR, to represent the strength of the RBSs driving the repressor and output(s),

* PRmax,Pomax represent the strength of the unrepressed repressor and output promoters,

* PRmin,Pomin represents leaky production from the repressed repressor and output promoters,

" kB is the rate of binding of the repressor to the promoters,

" kR is the rate of unbinding of the repressor from the promoters,

" n is the cooperativity of repressor binding,

" c is the copy number of the system

Combining these reactions into a system of equations yields

PR =kRBR - kBRnPR + dRBR (3.35)

bR =kBRnPR - kRBR - dRBR (3.36)

MAR =PRmax PR + PRmin BR - dMRMR (3.37)

R =tRMR - dRR - kBRn(PR + po) + nkR(BR + Bo) + (n - 1)dR(BR + Bo) (3.38)

Po =kRBo - kBRnPo + dRBO (3.39).

So =kBR nPO - kRBo - dRBo (3.40)

Mo =POmax PO + POminBo - dMo Mo (3.41)

6 =toMo - doo (3.42)

c =PR + BR (3.43)

c =Po + Bo (3.44)

Using the same assumptions as with the iFFL model, we can solve for the steady state simplified power-
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law form:

cp+V _, pR
MR = CR R PR '1' I) (3.45)

dMRdm, dR

R -M _ (=ctR R- = c (3.46)
dR \dR MR/ \d MdR/

-n 1 
n - ( -" Mo = cO R-" = c ( 1 PO 1k pMdR (3.47)

\dm,/ \dmo / dMnR/
( )n

0 - toMo topo P)t( d A " (3.48)do \+n odmo ) \dmadR/

with:

d kR/kB

PR = PRmaxKd

PO = POmaxKd

Hence, when the only variable in the system is copy number (assuming all other parameters are constant),

O ~ c' C ) . (3.49)

Therefore, a feedback loop achieves the best stabilization when the cooperativity of the repressor is as high

as possible. There are many cooperative repressors to use in bacteria, but the most cooperative examples

that we are aware of top out at n ~ 4. Hence, a feedback loop could at best obtain 0 oc c0 2 . While this

is not a unacceptable amount of stabilization (a 10-fold change in copy number would be a 60% change in

output expression), it is inferior to what is theoretically possible with an iFFL.
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3.7 Figures
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Figure 3-1: Stabilized promoter design.
a. The stabilized promoter is shown along with nested promoters (colors).
b. The schematic of the iFFL is shown.
c. The predictions from a mathematical model are shown (See 3.6.1). The theoretical power
law response functions for the repression of the promoter are colored by the cooperativity (n
= 1 is black and from top to bottom, n = 0.5, 0.75, 1.25, and 1.5).
d. The predicted stabilization by the response functions from part c.
e. The predicted trade-off between stabilization error and output strength (Equation 3.34).
f. The ability of TALEs to repress transcription from bacterial promoters based on the
position of their binding site. Lines indicate the location of the TALE binding site and
arrows indicate its orientation. Black lines: TALE1 binding sites, Blue line: TALEspl
binding site, Orange line: TALEsp2 binding site.
g. The response function for the repression of the output promoter by TALEspi (blue) and
TALEsp2 (orange). The TALEs are expressed from the IPTG-inducible PT,, (left to right,
0, 5, 10, 16, 25, 40, 63, and 100 MM) that was characterized separately in parallel using a
fluorescent reporter to generate the x-axis values (Figure 3-7). On the x-axis, (-) indicates
a control with no TALE. For all data, the average of three biological replicates from different
days is shown, and error bars indicate the standard deviation.
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Figure 3-2:
a. Performance of an insulated and stabilized promoter on a set of pSC101 plasmid variants

with different copy numbers. The x-axis shows the copy number of each pSC101 variant

backbone measured with qPCR (Methods). Black points are the data for the insulated

promoter and blue points correspond to the TALEspI stabilized promoter. Cytometry dis-

tributions corresponding to these data points are shown to the right. The black line is a

linear fit to the insulated promoter data and the blue line shows the geometric mean of the

stabilized promoter data.

b. Performance of the TALEspi stabilized promoter across different plasmid backbones.

c. Each line is a variant of a stabilized promoter with the output promoter set for a different

expression level. The TALEspi system and pSC101 library are used.

d. One TALE (spi) is used to stabilize two promoters of different strength across the

pSC1O1 backbones. Green: GFP expression levels driven by the PUpjpj promoter, red: RFP

expression levels driven by the PDNsp1 promoter.
e. Performance of the insulated constitutive promoter (black) and TALEsp2 stabilized pro-

moter (orange) are compared when integrated into the genome and on different plasmid

backbones. For all data, the average of three biological replicates from different days is

shown, and error bars indicate the standard deviation.
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Figure 3-3: Stabilized promoters reduce the impact of genome mutations and
growth media.
a. The performance of the TALEspi promoter across plasmid backbones is compared when
in wild-type E. coli DH1OB and a mutant strain. The schematic shows the reduction in copy
number that occurs when an insertion element (IS1OR) disrupts this gene.
b. Performance of a stabilized promoter when E. coli DH10B is grown in varying media
compositions. Each line is a different plasmid backbone. From left to right, the media
compositions are: 1. M9 with 0.4% glycerol and 0.5 mM Leucine, 2. M9 with 0.4% glucose
and 0.5 mM Leucine, 3. M9 with 0.4% glycerol and 0.2% casamino acids, and 4. M9 with
0.4% Glucose and 0.2% casamino acids. The doubling time of E. coli in each media was
determined, and gene expression measured in exponential growth (Methods). For all data,
the average of three biological replicates from different days is shown, and error bars indicate
the standard deviation.
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PT7A1 GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

PTALE1(-60)F GGCGCGCCTCTACGACTCACTATAAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

PTALE1(-60)R GGCGCGCCTCTATAGTGAGTCGTAAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

PTALE1(-51)F GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTTACGACTCACTATAATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

PTALE1(-51)R GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTTATAGTGAGTCGTAATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

PTALE1(-30)F GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTACGACTCACTATATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

PTALE1(-30)R GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTATAGTGAGTCGTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

PTALE1(-29)F GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTTACGACTCACTATAAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

PTALE1(-28)F GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTATACGACTCACTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

PTALE1(-27)F GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAGTACGACTCACTATAGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

PTALE1(-27)R GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAATATAGTGAGTCGTAGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

PTALE1(-7)F GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACGACTCACTATA

PTALE1(-7)R GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTATAGTGAGTCGTA

PTALE1(-3)R GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACATATAGTGAGTCGTA

PTALE1(-1)R GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCTATAGTGAGTCGTA

PTALE1(+1)R GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCTATAGTGAGTCGTA

PTALE1(+2)F GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATACGACTCACTATA

PTALE1(+2)R GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATATAGTGAGTCGTA

PTALE1(+6)F GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGATACGACTCACTATA

PTALE1(+6)R GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGATATAGTGAGTCGTA

PTALE1(+14)R GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCGTATAGTGAGTCGTA

P sp1 GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTATAACTCAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

P sp2 GGCGCGCCTCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTATATTGAGTCGTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

PUPT7A1 ATCCCGAAAATTTATCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTAAAGTCTAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

P UPsp1 ATCCCGAAAATTTATCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTATAACTCAACCTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG
PUPsp2 ATCCCGAAAATTTATCAAAAAGAGTATTGACTTATATTGAGTCGTATAGGATACTTACAGCCATCGAGAGCTGCG

Figure 3-4: Promoter sequences for TALE repressible promoters. Promoter se-
quences of the TALE repressible promoters are shown along with the constitutive promoters
from which they were constructed. PTALE1(-60)F through Psp2 were built from promoter PT7A1

and are used in Figure 3-1f. Pupsp, and Purp2 are improved versions of Psp1 and Psp2 that
include more of the native PT7A1 UP element and are slightly stronger. They were used in
Figure 3-1g and in the strongest stabilized promoters. Green letters show TALEl binding
sites, blue letters show TALEspi binding sites, and orange letters show TALEsp2 binding
sites.
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Figure 3-5: Expression levels for TALE repressible promoters. The fold-change values
shown in Figure 3-if were calculated by measuring gene expression from TALE repressible
promoters in the presence and absence of the TALE. Black bars show TALEl repression,
blue bars show TALEspI repression, and orange bars show TALEsp2 repression. Pupspi
and PuPsp2 show the extreme values from Figure 3-ig for comparison. Solid bars show gene
expression in the absence of the TALE, and hollow bars show gene expression when the
TALE is present and induced with 100 ptM IPTG from a PTg promoter. The average of
three biological replicates from different days is shown, and error bars indicate the standard
deviation.
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Figure 3-6: Predicted evolutionary stability of TALE genes. The TALE repressors
were initially built using TypeIIs assembly methods, which leads to large repeated sections
of DNA sequence. This can make them unsuitable for use in bacteria due to high rates of ho-
mologous recombination. The Evolutionary Failure Mode (EFM) calculator [282] predicted
that the initial TALE sequences would lead to large evolutionary instabilities in bacteria,
due to repeat mediated deletions (RMD) and a simple sequence repeat (SSR). We modified
the TALE repressors by changing codons in the repeated sections and removing the SSR to
make them more evolutionarily stable. a) The instabilities identified by the EFM calcula-
tor are shown for the initial and final versions of the TALEsp2 repressor. Only the worst
10 RMDs are shown. b) The 'relative instability prediction' (RIP) score calculated by the
EFM calculator is shown for the initial and improved versions of the TALE repressors. This
score indicates how much more likely a DNA sequence is to mutate compared to unavoid-
able random point mutations, with a value of 1 indicating no added mutational propensity.
The TALEspi and TALEsp2 repressors were re-synthesized with different codons to remove
repeats and the SSR was removed. The TALE1 repressor was not re-synthesized, but had
the SSR removed so that its N-terminus matches TALEspi and TALEsp2.
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Figure 3-7: Gene expression from the PTac promoter. GFP expression from the PTc
promoter used to induce TALE expression is shown. These values were used on the x-axis
of Figure 3-1g to indicate how much of the TALEs was being expressed. Due to the use of
RiboJ between the promoter and RBS the GFP expression level should be proportional to
the TALE expression level. This data was collected at the same time as the data shown in
Figure 3-1. The average of three biological replicates from different days is shown, and error
bars indicate the standard deviation.
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Figure 3-8: Orthogonality of TALE repressors. The ability of TALEspi and TALEsp2
to repress the Pupspi and PUPsp2 promoters is shown. Data was collected in the same way
as in Figure 3-1g, and the on-target data is the same as what is shown in that figure. The
average of three biological replicates from different days is shown, and error bars indicate
the standard deviation.
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Figure 3-9: pSC101 backbones with varying copy number. a) Diagram of pSC1O1
plasmids used to characterize promoter function at different copy numbers. Each backbone
contains a constitutive GFP expression cassette that can be replaced by TypelIs BbsI cloning.
The insulated and stabilized promoters were cloned into these sites for testing. b) A list of
pSC101 origin variants that were used in this work. Var 1-4 were constructed by targeted
mutagenesis of the E93 codon in the repA gene following a previous study [283]. Var 5-7
were constructed through error-prone PCR of the repA gene. c) Copy number of the pSC101
plasmids measured by qPCR in exponential growth. This data was used as the x-axis on
Figure 3-2d) GFP expression from the constitutive GFP cassette on each plasmid backbone.
For all data, the average of three biological replicates from different days is shown, and error
bars indicate the standard deviation.
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Figure 3-10: Tuning stabilized promoters. The TALEspi and TALEsp2 stabilized pro-
moters were constructed with variable promoters and RBSs driving expression of the TALE
repressors. Due to the tradeoff between stabilization and output strength, constructs were
chosen that expressed the minimal level of the TALE repressors needed to provide good
stabilization at the desired range of copy numbers. It is assumed that the TALEs exhibit
optimal noncooperative Hill function repression for this analysis. a) The tradeoff between
stabilization and output strength of the stabilized promoters characterized on pSC101. 'Sta-
bilization error' shows the relative increase in output as copy number is raised from the level
of pSC101, 'output' shows the relative level of output expression on pSC101 compared to
an unrepressed promoter on pSC101. The TALEspi stabilized promoter has an ouput of
34% compared to the unrepressed Pupsi promoter on pSC101, implying that it expresses
approximately 1.9Kd of TALEspi on pSC101. This predicts an increase in gene expression
of 50% as copy number increases from the level of pSC101.The TALEsp2 stabilized promoter
has an ouput of 7% compared to the unrepressed PUPs2 promoter on pSC101, implying that
it expresses approximately 14Kd of TALEsp2 on pSC101. This predicts an increase in gene
expression of 7% as copy number increases from the level of pSC101. Note that the TALEsp2
promoter was tuned so that it can function at copy numbers below pSC101, with a predicted
increase in output of 29% as copy number increases from the level of the genome. b) Pre-
dicted performance of the TALEspi stabilized promoter at different copy numbers (blue
dashed line) compared to the ideal power law case (black line). c) Predicted performance of
the TALEsp2 stabilized promoter at different copy numbers (orange dashed line) compared
to the ideal power law case (black line).
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Figure 3-11: Plasmid backbones based on different origins of replication. a) Dia-
gram of the set of common cloning vector backbones used in Figures 3-2b and 3-2e. Plasmid
architecture is the same as for the pSC101 plasmids shown in Figure 3-9, but with different
plasmid origins. The length of the origin is given as 'X'. b) Schematics of the origins used.
incW and pSC101 are relatively long origins that produce proteins required for plasmid repli-
cation, p15A, ColEl, and pUC are shorter origins that use RNAs. c) Copy number of the
plasmids measured by qPCR in exponential growth. d) GFP expression from the constitu-
tive GFP cassette on each plasmid backbone. For all data, the average of three biological
replicates from different days is shown, and error bars indicate the standard deviation.
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Figure 3-12: Design of stabilized promoters with different strengths. Variants of the
TALEspI stabilized promoter with varying output gene expression were built by mutating
the TALEspi repressible promoter. a) Promoter variants used. Light blue bases show the
TALEspi binding site, red bases show mutations made to weaken promoter strength. b)
Comparison of stabilized promoter output strengths. TALEspI stabilized promoters were
constructed with each of the variant promoters and GFP expression on a pSC1O1 backbone
is shown. This data is the same as the leftmost data points shown in Figure 3-2c. the
average of three biological replicates from different days is shown, and error bars indicate
the standard deviation.
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Figure 3-13: Genomne position dependent gene expression. GFP expression data from
identified insulated constitutive (black) and TALEsp2 stabilized (orange) genomic integra-
tions is shown plotted against the distance from the chromosomal origin of replication. The
average of three biological replicates from different days is shown, and error bars indicate
the standard deviation. Exponential functions were fit to the data using a proportional
least squares algorithm. The fit functions predict a 3.8-fold range in gene expression due
to genome position for the constitutive integrations and a 1.3-fold range for the stabilized
integrations.
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Figure 3-14: Design of stabilized and insulated promoters. Parts diagrams and lengths
are shown for the insulated constitutive promoter (a), TALEspi stabilized promoter (b),
and TALEsp2 stabilized promoter (c). These systems are depicted driving a GFP expression
cassette, which was used for most experiments. All base pair numbers are relative to the
transcription initiation site of the output promoter.
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Figure 3-15: Stabilized promoter variants. Parts diagrams and lengths are shown for
the weaker TALEspi stabilized promoter (a) and TALEspi stabilized promoter driving two
transcripts (b). All base pair numbers are relative to the transcription initiation site of the
first output promoter.
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Figure 3-16: Other plasmid diagrams. a) Diagram of plasmids used to test TALE repres-
sion. A p15A, SpecR plasmid was used to express each TALE under the control of a PTac

expression system. The TALEs vary in length, which is shown as 'X' in the plasmid diagram.
A pSC1O1, AmpR plasmid was used to measure the output from the TALE-repressible pro-
moters using GFP. The TALE-repressible promoters (PTALE) vary in length, which is shown
as 'X' in the diagram. b) Diagram of the plasmid used to measure output from the PTac pro-
moter. This plasmid is similar to the TALE expression plasmids shown in (a), but contains
GFP under the control of the inducible system. c) Diagram of the Tn5 transposition vector
used to insert contitutive and stabilized promoters into the genome. The region between
the Tn5 mosiac ends (basesi - 3355) will randomLy insert into the genome. This plasmid
is a modified form of pBAMD1-4 [286], with the resistance cassette changed to CamR, and
the insert modified to allow type Is cloning in a similar manner to the plasmids shown in
Figures 3-9 and 3-11. An approximately 1kb-long stretch of DNA was inserted between the
first Tn5 mosiac end and the BbsI cloning site to buffer genomic insertions from local context
effects.
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3.8 Tables

Table 3.1: New plasmids used in this work

Namea

pTHSSe_01
pTHSSe_02
pTHSSe_03
pTHSSe_04
pTHSSe_05
pTHSSe_06
pTHSSe_07
pTHSSe__08
pTHSSe_09
pTHSSe_10
pTHSSe_11
pTHSSe_12
pTHSSe_13
pTHSSe_14
pTHSSe_15
pTHSSe_16
pTHSSe_17
pTHSSe_18
pTHSSe_19
pTHSSe_20
pTHSSe_21
pTHSSe_22
pTHSSe_23
pTHSSe_24
pTHSSe_25
pTHSSe_26
pTHSSe_27
pTHSSe_28
pTHSSe_29
pTHSSe_30
pTHSSe_31
pTHSSe-32
pTHSSe-33
pTHSSe_34
pTHSSe_35
pTHSSe_36
pTHSSe_37
pTHSSe_38
pTHSSe_39
pTHSSe_40
pTHSSe_41
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Origin

pSC1O1
pSC101
pSC101
pSC1O1
pSC101
pSC101
pSC1O1
pSC101
pSC101
pSC1O1
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
p15A
p15A
p15A
p15A
p15A
pSC101
pSC101*
pSC101*
pSC101*
pSC101*
pSC101*
pSC101*
pSC101*
incW
p15A
ColEl
pUC

Marker
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Spec
Spec
Spec
Spec
Spec
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp

Description

Empty AmpR pSC1O1 vector

PTALE1(-60)F GFP reporter

PTALE1(-60)R GFP reporter

PTALE1(-51)F GFP reporter

PTALE1(-51)R GFP reporter

PTALE1(-30)F GFP reporter

PTALE1(-30)R GFP reporter

PTALE1(-29)F GFP reporter

PTALE1(-28)F GFP reporter

PTALE1(-27)F GFP reporter

PTALE1(-27)R GFP reporter

PTALE1(-7)F GFP reporter

PTALE1(-7)R GFP reporter

PTALE1(-3)R GFP reporter

PTALE1(-4)R GFP reporter

PTALE1(+1)R GFP reporter

PTALE1(+2)F GFP reporter

PTALE1(+2)R GFP reporter

PTALE1(+6)F GFP reporter

PTALE1(+6)R GFP reporter

Pspi GFP reporter
Psp2 GFP reporter
Pup,;i GFP reporter

PUPsp2 GFP reporter
Empty SpecR p15A vector
PTac driving sfGFP
PTac driving TALE1
PTac driving TALEspi
PTac driving TALEsp2
pSC101 BbsI cloning vector

pSC101 var BbsI cloning vector
pSC101 var2 BbsI cloning vector
pSC101 var3 BbsI cloning vector
pSC101 var4 BbsI cloning vector
pSC101 var5 BbsI cloning vector
pSC101 var6 BbsI cloning vector
pSC101 var7 BbsI cloning vector
incW BbsI cloning vector
p15A BbsI cloning vector
ColEl BbsI cloning vector
pUC BbsI cloning vector



Table 3.1 continued

Name'

pTHSSe_42
pTHSSe_43
pTHSSe_44
pTHSSe_45
pTHSSe_46
pTHSSe_47
pTHSSe_48
pTHSSe_49
pTHSSe_50
pTHSSe_51
pTHSSe_52
pTHSSe_53
pTHSSe_54
pTHSSe_55
pTHSSe_56
pTHSSe_57
pTHSSe_58
pTHSSe_59
pTHSSe_60

Origin

p15A
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
pSC101
RK6
RK6
RK6
pSC101
ColEl
ColEl
ColE1
ColE1
ColEl
pSC101
p15A

Description

Insulated promoter driving GFP
TALEspi
TALEsp2
TALEspi
TALEspi
TALEspi
TALEspi
TALEspi

stabilized promoter driving GFP
stabilized promoter driving GFP
weaki stabilized promoter driving GFP
weak2 stabilized promoter driving GFP
weak3 stabilized promoter driving GFP
weak4 stabilized promoter driving GFP
stabilized promoter driving GFP and RFP

Marker

Cam
Cam
Cam
Cam
Cam
Cam
Cam
Cam
Cam / Spec
Cam / Spec
Cam / Spec
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Cam
Cam

a. Plasmid numbers are preliminary. Please refer to the published manuscript for updated numbers.
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BbsI transposition vector
Insulated, constituive control in transposition vector
TALEsp2 stabilized promoter in transposition vector
pSC101 AmpR empty vector for transpositions
L3S2P21 terminator in GGAG-TACT BsaI assembly vector
TALEspi CDS in AATG-AGGT BsaI assembly vector
TALEsp2 CDS in AATG-AGGT BsaI assembly vector
TALEspi cassette in GGAT-GCTT BsaI assembly vector

TALEsp2 cassette in GGAT-GCTT BsaI assembly vector

pSC101 GGAG-CGCT BasI-BbsI cloning vector
p15A GGAG-CGCT BasI-BbsI cloning vector



Table 3.2: Plasmid sets used in this work

Namea Origin Marker Description Cloningb
pTHSSf _01 pSC101 Amp Insulated promoter driving GFP in pSC101 44 -> 32
pTHSSf__02 pSC101* Amp Insulated promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var 44 -> 33
pTHSSf _03 pSC101* Amp Insulated promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var2 44 -> 34
pTHSSf__04 pSC101* Amp Insulated promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var3 44 -> 35
pTHSSf _05 pSC101* Amp Insulated promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var4 44 -> 36
pTHSSf 06 pSC101* Amp Insulated promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var5 44 -> 37
pTHSSf 07 pSC101* Amp Insulated promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var6 44 -> 38
pTHSSf 08 pSC101* Amp Insulated promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var7 44 -> 39
pTHSSf_ 09 incW Amp Insulated promoter driving GFP in incW 44 -> 40
pTHSSf_10 p15A Amp Insulated promoter driving GFP in p15A 44 -> 41
pTHSSf_1j1 ColE1 Amp Insulated promoter driving GFP in ColEl 44 -> 42
pTHSSf 12 pUC Amp Insulated promoter driving GFP in pUC 44 -> 43
pTHSSf 13 pSC101 Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 45 -> 32
pTHSSf_14 pSC101* Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var 45 -> 33
pTHSSf_15 pSC101* Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var2 45 -> 34
pTHSSf__16 pSC101* Amp TALEspl stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var3 45 -> 35
pTHSSf_17 pSC101* Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var4 45 -> 36
pTHSSf_18 pSC101* Amp TALEspl stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var5 45 -> 37
pTHSSf 19 pSC101* Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var6 45 -> 38
pTHSSf_20 pSC101* Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var7 45 -> 39
pTHSSf _21 incW Amp TALEspl stabilized promoter driving GFP in incW 45 -> 40
pTHSSf_22 p15A Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP in p15A 45 -> 41
pTHSSf_23 ColE1 Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP in ColEl 45 -> 42
pTHSSf _24 pUC Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP in pUC 45 -> 43
pTHSSf _25 pSC101 Amp TALEsp2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 46 -> 32
pTHSSf_26 pSC101* Amp TALEsp2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var7 46 -> 39
pTHSSf 27 incW Amp TALEsp2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in incW 46 -> 40
pTHSSf_28 p15A Amp TALEsp2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in p15A 46 -> 41
pTHSSfL29 ColEl Amp TALEsp2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in ColEl 46 -> 42
pTHSSf 30 pUC Amp TALEsp2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pUC 46 -> 43
pTHSSf_31 pSC101 Amp TALEspi weaki stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 47 -> 32
pTHSSf 32 pSC101* Amp TALEspl weaki stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var 47 -> 33
pTHSSf 33 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weaki stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var2 47 -> 34
pTHSSf 34 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weaki stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var3 47 -> 35
pTHSSf_35 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weaki stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var4 47 -> 36
pTHSSf_36 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weaki stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var5 47 -> 37
pTHSSf_37 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weaki stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var6 47 -> 38
pTHSSf _38 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weaki stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var7 47 -> 39
pTHSSf _39 pSC101 Amp TALEspi weak2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 48 -> 32
pTHSSf 40 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var 48 -> 33
pTHSSf_41 pSC101* Amp TALEspl weak2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var2 48 -> 34
pTHSSf 42 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var3 48 -> 35
pTHSSf _43 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var4 48 -> 36
pTHSSf_44 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var5 48 -> 37
pTHSSf_45 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var6 48 -> 38
pTHSSf _46 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak2 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var7 48 -> 39
pTHSSf_47 pSC101 Amp TALEspi weak3 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 49 -> 32
pTHSSf__48 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak3 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var 49 -> 33
pTHSSf _49 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak3 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var2 49 -> 34
pTHSSf_50 pSC101* Amp TALEsp1 weak3 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var3 49 -> 35
pTHSSf_51 pSC101* Amp TALEspl weak3 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var4 49 -> 36
pTHSSf _52 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak3 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var5 49 -> 37
pTHSSf_53 pSC101* Amp TALEspl weak3 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var6 49 -> 38
pTHSSf_54 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak3 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var7 49 -> 39
pTHSSf__55 pSC101 Amp TALEspl weak4 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 50 -> 32
pTHSSf_56 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak4 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var 50 -> 33
pTHSSf 57 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak4 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var2 50 -> 34
pTHSSf_58 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak4 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var2 50 -> 34
pTHSSf 59 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak4 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var3 50 -> 35
pTHSSf _60 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak4 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var4 50 -> 36
pTHSSf _61 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak4 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var5 50 -> 37
pTHSSf_62 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak4 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var6 50 -> 38
pTHSSf 63 pSC101* Amp TALEspi weak4 stabilized promoter driving GFP in pSC101 var7 50 -> 39
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Table 3.2 continued

Namea Origin Marker Description Cloningb
pTHSSf_64 pSC101 Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP and RFP in pSC101 51 -> 32
pTHSSf_65 pSC101* Amp TALEspl stabilized promoter driving GFP and RFP in pSC101 var 51 -> 33
pTHSSf 66 pSC101* Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP and RFP in pSC101 var2 51 -> 34
pTHSSf_67 pSC101* Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP and RFP in pSC101 var3 51 -> 35
pTHSSf 68 pSC101* Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP and RFP in pSC101 var4 51 -> 36
pTHSSf 69 pSC101* Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP and RFP in pSC101 var5 51 -> 37
pTHSSf 70 pSC101* Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP and RFP in pSC101 var6 51 -> 38
pTHSSf 71 pSC101* Amp TALEspi stabilized promoter driving GFP and RFP in pSC101 var7 51 -> 39

a. Plasmid numbers are preliminary. Please refer to the published manuscript for updated numbers.
b. Numbers refer to pTHSSe plasmids from Table 3.1.
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Table 3.3: Genomic insertion locations

Insertion #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Insulated

Locationa

604394
-2300253

1050060.5
181487
898113
-28933

-253564
-1921234
-851326
-814174

-1073034
-193907
979066
514408

6633
-1471863

617018
932461

-1511916
-798985

-1014260
336123

2340069
-155749
159839

-658535
461690

-1694070
-273957

-1437949
-3599

-921586
-683477

-1875522
2309556

Orientationb

Fwd
Fwd
Rev
Fwd
Fwd
Fwd
Rev
Fwd
Rev
Rev
Fwd
Rev
Fwd
Rev
Rev
Rev
Fwd
Fwd
Fwd
Fwd
Fwd
Fwd
Rev
Rev
Fwd
Fwd
Rev
Rev
Fwd
Fwd
Fwd
Rev
Rev
Rev
Fwd

Insertion #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Stabilized

Location

-327531
1811424
1099717

-19881
-789422

-1227525
897969
86844

1159469
-1062333
2142751
281986

-420370
571851
615939
518866

-2295964
987467

-2315671
-1894334

307588
-1144415
1643979
-694590
-302635
-268017
527321

-1264993
2156245
1078956
397309

1511815
-24882

-1170877
622300

a. The location of each genomic insertion is given relative to the center of the genomic origin of replication
identified using OriDB [300]. (E. coli DH10B taxid: 316385, genome ref seq: NC_010473.1) The location
corresponds to the middle bp of the 9bp replicated during Tn5 transposition. When sequencing reads were
not available for each end of the transposition, a 9bp duplication was assumed.
b. The orientation of the integration, relative to the orientation of the GFP gene. Fwd: in the direction of
leading strand replication, Rev: in the direction of lagging strand replication.
c. This integration had reads on both ends of the transposition revelaing a 10bp duplication. The position
reported is between the 5th and 6th bp of the duplication.
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Orientation

Rev
Fwd
Rev
Fwd
Fwd
Fwd
Rev
Rev
Fwd
Fwd
Rev
Fwd
Fwd
Rev
Rev
Rev
Rev
Rev
Fwd
Rev
Fwd
Rev
Rev
Fwd
Fwd
Fwd
Rev
Rev
Fwd
Rev
Fwd
Fwd
Rev
Fwd
Rev
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